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Abstract

Wired and wireless networking is becoming a necessary part of industrial control systems’
design and is one of the reasons that required a new cyber-physical approach to modelling.
The phenomenon observed in cyber-physical systems (CPS) is a variety of cross-dependencies
and influences between physical processes, computational devices and communications, which
needs to be taken into account at the design and verification stage. Since most of the systems’
functionality nowadays is implemented via software, the ability of software to be agnostic to
the mentioned cross-influences is of high importance.

This work introduces a concept called time-aware computations (TAC), which, instead of
aiming at determinism, that is very expensive in distributed systems, aims at adaptability and
robustness. It is based on the event-timestamping mechanism and is intended to let the de-
veloper handle each communication delay case individually thus minimizing its impact on
functional properties of the automation system. It allows the controller to take into account
actual point-to-point delay of the measured sensor readings, and adjust the control reaction
accordingly, instead of trying to put the upper bound on it and wait for the maximum possible
delay time.

In industrial automation, the function block architecture of the IEC 61499 standard is in-
creasingly used for modelling complex distributed automation systems. It is based on the
concepts of event-driven block diagrams, and originally was created as a new programming
paradigm for industrial automation controllers, but as a number of recent studies show, it also
allows (and has been used) for modelling of CPS composed of physical processes combined
with control and communication.

The second major co-contribution of this work is a formal model of IEC 61499-based sys-
tems with timestamps that allows for modelling and verification of control logic (and closed-
loop models) designed with TAC approach in mind. This would also allow for application of
model-driven design methodologies later down the road.

Third contribution is a software tool-chain that aims to greatly reduce the engineering work
when applying formal verification to the designed systems.

The proposed contributions’ feasibility and effectiveness are demonstrated on a number of
case studies.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Wired and wireless networking is becoming a necessary part of industrial control systems’
design and is one of the reasons that required a new cyber-physical approach to modelling.
The phenomenon observed in cyber-physical systems (CPS) is a variety of cross-dependencies
and influences between physical processes, computational devices and communications, which
needs to be taken into account at the design and verification stage. Since most of the systems’
functionality nowadays is implemented via software, the ability of software to be agnostic to
the mentioned cross-influences is of high importance. It has been demonstrated in a number
of recent works that decentralized CPS with service-oriented distributed architecture can be
efficiently modelled using IEC 61499 function blocks.

A previous study [1] started on addressing the cyber-physical agnosticism (CPA) chal-
lenge of software design by finding an appropriate design architecture. Through modelling in
PtolemyII environment and by applying the time-stamped events of PTIDES semantics to the
operation of control system it was demonstrated that disturbances to the physical system be-
havior, introduced by jitter in communication, can be efficiently mitigated. The demonstration
was achieved by simulation of systems with jitter, comparing performance of a conventional
event-driven model and the time-stamped events semantics. This work attempts to extend the
range of disturbances for which the stress-test of systems is performed by applying more ex-
haustive model-checking instead of the simulation. For that, however, a formal model of the
cyber-physical system needed to be developed, as well as certain techniques and tools to assist
an engineer in the verification process.

As one of the contributions of this work, a concept called time-aware computations (TAC)
is introduced. Instead of aiming at determinism, that is very expensive in distributed systems,
it aims at adaptability and robustness. It is based on the same event-timestamping mechanism
as PTIDES, but is intended to let the developer handle each delay case individually thus min-
imizing its impact on functional properties of the automation system. It allows the controller
to take into account actual point-to-point delay of the measured sensor readings, and adjust the
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4 Thesis Introduction

control reaction accordingly, instead of trying to put the upper bound on it and wait for the
maximum possible delay time.

In industrial automation, the function block architecture of the IEC 61499 standard is in-
creasingly used for modelling complex distributed automation systems in such challenging
applications as SmartGrid, process automation, and material handling systems. IEC 61499 is
based on the concepts of event-driven block diagrams and allows for modelling of CPS com-
posed of physical processes combined with control and communication.

Time-aware computation provides a way to flexibly adapt the automation applications to
the imperfect quality of communication.

Formal verification techniques help in checking TAC properties for ranges of possible dis-
turbances. The modelling methodology proposed in this work is an important step to creating
an automated verification toolchain, that starts from the system description complying with an
industrial standard.

Scalability is addressable by "engineering trade-offs", e.g. bounded model checking (BMC)
provides a way to model-check to an affordable extent, number of discretization points can be
limited to a scale where verifiers can produce results with limited resources, the number of
non-deterministic points in the model can be also controlled.

1.2 List of abbreviations

ASM: Abstract State Machine(s)
BFB: Basic Function Block
CBAS: Component-Based industrial Automation System(s)
CFB: Composite Function Block
CPA: Cyber-Physical Agnosticisn
CPS: Cyber-Physical System(s)
ECC: Execution Control Chart
FB: Function Block
IoT: Internet of Things
LTU: Luleå Tekniska Universitet
PLC: Programmable Logic controller
SIFB: Service-Interface Function Block
TAC: Time-Aware Computations
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1.3 Research question

1.3.1 Aims and objectives
The aim of this research is to propose formal verification techniques and models that can be
used for the new generation of decentralized control systems. This research is built upon
previous studies and adds the notion of time, timestamping and the concept of time-aware
computations to the models of aforementioned control systems.

1.3.2 Hypothesis
• Decentralized automation software can be made more robust by applying TAC

• Formal verification can be useful to verify such systems that are designed using the TAC
concept.

• A specific set of new tools can make formal verification usable by control engineers.

1.3.3 Problem statement
In decentralized systems, controlled by a swarm of IoT control nodes, often connected via
wireless network, the most challenging issue is (often random) data transfer delays. Such
delays influence the control loop, making the overall control system less robust and reliable.
The problem is that current engineering techniques lack reliable and proven methods to address
this issue, and lack easy-to-use tools for engineers to verify the system’s robustness in such
environments.

1.3.4 Research questions
1. How can we build robust and reliable decentralized control systems with wireless IoT

control nodes?

2. How can we verify such a system?

(a) Assisted/automated verification workflow.

(b) Abstractions to constraint the state space.

(c) Verification techniques with timestamps for decentralized systems with time jitters.

1.3.5 Contribution overview
This work defines time-aware computations (TAC) as a set of methods, approaches and de-
sign patterns to create distributed control system software that can take advantage of precise
information of the timing of computations and communications.

The main purpose of TAC in distributed automation is to achieve robustness of the dis-
tributed system behaviour in presence of various disturbances. One such common disturbance
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in the modern automation CPS is related to the jitter of wireless communication, which is
becoming increasingly important in the automation context.

This work investigates how the application of formal verification can complement the exist-
ing verification and validation methods in order to guarantee the behaviour of CPS controlled
by TAC to be compliant with certain boundary conditions. Three classes of CPA have been
investigated in case-studies and the utility of formal verification demonstrated along with un-
derstanding the limitations of this technique.

The third contribution of this work is a software tool-chain that helps to reduce the amount
of engineering work when applying formal verification to the designed systems.

1.4 Included papers’ summary
Figure 1.1 shows the main papers included in the thesis and how they relate to research ques-
tions. The formal model and applied verification technique evolves through the backbone of
papers A->C->D->F->G, while papers B and E demonstrate the approach on additional case
studies. As the model evolved, these case studies used different versions of it, which is demon-
strated on the diagram. Overall modelling approach is finalized and most relevant case studies
are summarized in the paper G.

The table 1.1 below shows relation between papers and research questions.

Q1 Q2.a Q2.b Q2.c
Paper A X X
Paper B X
Paper C X X
Paper D X X
Paper E X X X
Paper F X X
Paper G X X

Table 1.1: Relation between papers and research questions
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Figure 1.1: Relation between papers included in the thesis.

1.4.1 Paper A
Title: Cloud-based Framework for Practical Model-Checking of Industrial Automation Appli-
cations
Authors: Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: Doctoral Conference on Computing, Electrical and Industrial Systems, pp. 73-
81, 2015
Summary: The paper addresses certain challenges of practical application of model checking
for distributed industrial automation systems. A closed-loop modelling approach is used to deal
with state space explosion problem and plant abstraction techniques are proposed to handle
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model complexity. A cloud-based application of verification tools is suggested to improve
scalability of the method. Also, the paper suggests a way to adopt the model for synchronous
SMV modules, which was necessary to use it with NuSMV verification tool.
My Contribution: Plant abstraction techniques, cloud-based verification, model implementa-
tion and improvements, model adoption to synchronous SMV modules.

1.4.2 Paper B
Title: Formal verification of protection functions for power distribution networks
Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Chen-Wei Yang, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy
Vyatkin
Published in: 44th Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, IECON
2018
Summary: The paper presents results of formal verification of protection functions for smart
power distribution network (namely, the FLISR case study from AIC3 lab at LTU). Verification
is performed using NuSMV model checker with a closed loop model that contains IEC 61499
control application and an abstract model of the plant. Dependability, liveness, safety, secutrity
and timeliness properties are presented in the form of LTL formulas and verified against the
closed-loop model.
My Contribution: SMV representation for IEC 61499 control application; assembly of the
full closed-loop model in SMV; LTL representation of dependability, security and timeliness
properties; interpretation of the verification results.

1.4.3 Paper C
Title: Formal Verification of Cyber-Physical Automation Systems Modelled with Timed Block
Diagrams
Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Electronics, ISIE 2016
Summary: This paper proposes an approach for model checking of timed IEC 61499-based
control systems. Timers in IEC 61499 are presented using E_DELAY and E_CYCLE function
blocks (all other operations are considered to be instantaneous, as delays they generate are usu-
ally negligibly small in comparison with user-defined timeouts). The paper also presents how
UPPAAL timed automata can be used to represent an abstract model of a plant, and combined
together with the controller into a timed closed-loop model of the system. A case study is
presented to demonstrate this approach, and counter-example guided simulation framework is
suggested as a user-friendly way of counter-example analysis.
My Contribution: Introduction of time into SMV model of IEC 61499-based systems, abstract
plant model using UPPAAL timed automata, case study.

1.4.4 Paper D
Title: Formal Modelling of Distributed Automation CPS with CP-Agnostic Software
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Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: International Workshop on Service Orientation in Holonic and Multi-Agent
Manufacturing, SOHOMA 2016
Summary: The paper proposes an approach to verify cyber-physical agnosticism property of
distributed control systems with IEC 611499-based control. This work is based on the timed
IEC 61499 models in SMV from the Paper C, extending it with a simple event timestamping
mechanism (using existing syntax of IEC 61499 standard), global time notion, and studies an
impact of random communication delay jitters on a case study using nuXmv model checker.
My Contribution: Timestamping mechanism, introduction of global time into timed IEC
61499-based closed-loop model in SMV, case study implementation in nxtStudio and SMV,
case study formal verification and analysis of the results.

1.4.5 Paper E
Title: Towards Formal Verification for Cyber-physically Agnostic Software: a Case Study
Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: 43rd Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, IECON
2017
Summary: This paper demonstrates verification of the cyber-physical agnosticism property
using a well-known elevator case study, equipped with distributed control system. Controller
model is built using approach from paper D and an abstract plant model is built with UPPAAL
timed automata approach, presented in paper C. The paper suggests a controller design ap-
proach, that is later classified as "time-aware backtracking" in chapter 5 of this thesis. The
results of formal verification are compared to simulation model.
My Contribution: Controller design and implementation, formal (SMV) model of the system,
simulation and verification, interpretation of results.

1.4.6 Paper F
Title: Towards formal ASM semantics of timed control systems for industrial CPS
Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: 24th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory
Automation, ETFA 2019
Summary: This paper presents a first draft of the new formal semantics of control systems
for industrial CPS using classic ASM and event timestamping. It is demonstrated how this
approach is applied to verify a case study shown in paper D.
My Contribution: Formal model, case study, testing.

1.4.7 Paper G
Title: A formal model of IEC 61499-based industrial automation architecture supporting time-
aware computations
Authors: Dmitrii Drozdov, Victor Dubinin, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin
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Published in: IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society
Summary: This paper builds upon the draft formal model presented in paper F, giving the
full formalism to build models of distributed control systems of industrial CPS, based on IEC
61499 standard. The paper also gives a classification of time-aware computation approaches,
applicable to aforementioned control systems, and discusses how these approaches were ap-
plied in different case studies.
My Contribution: Formal model, TAC classification, case studies.

1.5 List of collaboration papers
1. Drozdov, D., Dubinin, V. and Kulagin, V., 2016, May. Petri nets behavioral equivalence

checking in SMV. In 2016 International Siberian Conference on Control and Communi-
cations (SIBCON) (pp. 1-4). IEEE.

2. Drozdov, D., Dubinin, V. and Vyatkin, V., 2016, July. Speculative computation in IEC
61499 function blocks execution—Modeling and simulation. In 2016 IEEE 14th Inter-
national Conference on Industrial Informatics (INDIN) (pp. 748-755). IEEE.

3. Derhamy, H., Drozdov, D., Patil, S., van Deventer, J., Eliasson, J. and Vyatkin, V., 2016,
September. Orchestration of Arrowhead services using IEC 61499: Distributed automa-
tion case study. In 2016 IEEE 21st International Conference on Emerging Technologies
and Factory Automation (ETFA) (pp. 1-5). IEEE.

4. Patil, S., Drozdov, D., Zhabelova, G. and Vyatkin, V., 2018, May. Refactoring of
IEC 61499 function block application—A case study. In 2018 IEEE Industrial Cyber-
Physical Systems (ICPS) (pp. 726-733). IEEE.

5. Patil, S., Drozdov, D. and Vyatkin, V., 2018, July. Adapting software design patterns
to develop reusable IEC 61499 function block applications. In 2018 IEEE 16th Interna-
tional Conference on Industrial Informatics (INDIN) (pp. 725-732). IEEE.

6. Drozdov, D., Atmojo, U.D., Pang, C., Patil, S., Ali, M.I., Tenhunen, A., Oksanen, T.,
Cheremetiev, K. and Vyatkin, V., 2019, October. Utilizing software design patterns
in product-driven manufacturing system: a case study. In International Workshop on
Service Orientation in Holonic and Multi-Agent Manufacturing (pp. 301-312). Springer,
Cham.

7. Romanato, M., Drozdov, D., Patil, S., Delsing, J. and Vyatkin, V., 2020, September. Ar-
rowhead Datamanager integration with Eclipse 4DIAC environment. In 2020 25th IEEE
International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation (ETFA)
(Vol. 1, pp. 1377-1380). IEEE.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of relevant methods

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the relevant methods used in the thesis.

2.1 Component-based industrial automation systems
There has been tremendous growth in the area of industrial automation systems due to end-
user needs such as mass customization. To keep up with the growth, the research community
has been making efforts to understand and develop large-scale systems. Component-based
engineering methods have proven to be a very effective methodology to develop these large-
scale systems. In this work, the IEC 61499 [2, 3] paradigm is used for component-based design.
As a by-product of this and related works, several design patterns [4] have been studied and
developed for the IEC 61499 standard. The structural complexity of these large-scale systems
can be reduced and at the same time reusability can be increased by applying component-based
engineering methods and using effective refactoring methods [5]. Verification and validation
(V&V) of such systems is thus becoming even more challenging due to ever-increasing scale
of complexity of such systems. There are two main challenges for V&V of such systems.

1. Heterogeneity: modelling of such systems is specifically challenging due to the hetero-
geneous nature of the systems. Mechanical, electrical and software components of the
system need to be modelled in a common framework in order to analyse the system.

2. Dimension: verifying system properties/specifications is still a challenge due to well-
known state space explosion problems.

2.1.1 Closed-loop modelling

It is often seen that in some verification frameworks (e.g. [6, 7]) the controller is verified as
a standalone component, even though such verification has limited capabilities, e.g. it cannot
verify liveliness properties of the system. Modelling a distributed system as a closed-loop
model that also incorporates a model of the plant can achieve a lot more powerful verification

11



12 Fundamentals of relevant methods

framework because it is the manufacturing plant that specifies the safety constraints and the
desired production processes [8, 9, 10].

Closed-loop modelling allows for thorough verification of the control logic and reduces the
complexity of model checking as compared to only controller verification under an arbitrary
inputs assumption. For example, the full state space in tools like NuSMV is directly propor-
tional to the number of variables in the system. In fact, it is equal to all possible combinations
of values of all the variables (a cross product). If there are three variables a, b, c with range of
values 1 . . . 10 for variables a and b, and 1 . . . 100 for variable c, then the total number of states
= 10 x 10 x 100 = 10000 states. However, the number of reachable states is usually much
smaller than the total number of states. When we add the model of the plant, we are adding
more variables, so state space does increase. However, the number of reachable states reduces,
and it reduces drastically. Table 2.1 shows the reduction in the number of reachable states for
the case study from paper B.

Table 2.1: Total and reachable states for case study in paper B.
Type of modeling Total States Reachable States

Plant and Controller in Closed loop 2117 states 28 states
Just the Controller 294 states 277 states

The work [11] defines a component-based industrial automation systems (CBAS) as a class
of hardware/software systems composed of reusable components, where such components deal
with distributed industrial automation systems. Further development of this concept leads to
study of distributed and fully decentralized automation systems, composed of "smart" com-
ponents, where each component contains both hardware and software, can communicate with
other components in an intelligent way, and be used to build complex systems.

2.2 IEC 61499

IEC 61499 was introduced as a system-level architecture for distributed automation systems,
extending the software model of popular programmable logic controllers (PLC), known as
IEC 61131-3 standard, with the means of describing complex distributed systems composed
thereof.

The central structural unit of the IEC 61499 architecture is function block. As shown in
Figure 2.1, function blocks have clearly defined interfaces of event and data inputs and outputs.
Event inputs are used to activate the block. There are basic, composite and service-interface
kinds of function blocks. A basic function block may have internal variables which are fully
protected, i.e. not directly accessible from outside. As a result of internal computations the
block may change output data variables and emit output events, which, if connected to event
inputs of other blocks, will activate them.

The behaviour of a basic function block is determined by a state machine, called execution
control chart (ECC), illustrated in Figure 2.2. Semantically, ECC is equivalent to a Moore type
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Figure 2.1: Interface of a function block (from paper G).

finite automaton. States of ECC can have associated actions, each consisting of invocation of
an algorithm and emission of an output event. Algorithms can be programmed in different
programming languages even within a single basic FB. Thus, basic FBs can be regarded as a
portable abstract model of a single controller.

1

State1

State2 State3 EO1

EO1

EO2

Alg1

algorithm Alg1

output event
emission

transition condition

algorithm Alg2

Alg1

Alg2

State4

EI1& A

EI1& (A & NOT B)

EI2 & B

EI2

EI1& C

E:=A OR B;

D:=5*C;
E:=D+7*C;

Figure 2.2: ECC: a state-machine, defining the behaviour of a basic function block (from paper G).

Function block instances can be connected one with another by event and data connection
links, thus forming function block networks. The connections define control and data flow
between FB instances thus determining the network’s execution semantics. FB networks are
seen as a universal model of control systems, both distributed and centralized. Functionality of
composite function blocks is defined by a network of function block instances, some of which
can also be composite. This can lead to a hierarchical structure of applications, as illustrated in
Figure 2.3 for the elevator control application, presented in paper G.

In distributed systems, FB instances included in a network can be regarded as independent
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical structure of an application in IEC 61499 (from paper G).

processes. Communication between them is abstractly modelled by event and data passing.
The IEC 61499 standard includes a mechanism to add more details to the abstract FB

network model of a system. Application’s FBs can be allocated to distributed devices, and
communication FBs inserted whenever event or data connections cross borders of devices.

The event-based communication of FBs in IEC 61499 can be seen as a mechanism making
the behaviour of applications partially agnostic to the underlying distributed hardware archi-
tecture. This mechanism, which can be seen as an abstraction of message passing, preserves
causality of events regardless of internal execution specifics of devices, where parts of the
application are executed.

For more details on IEC 61499, the reader can refer to the proper introductory material,
such as the book [12].

2.3 Formal verification and Model checking
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some spec-
ification or property and model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced
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in early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [13, 14].
Paper [15] gives a detailed overview on static formal methods and distinguishes static from

online validation techniques. In this work, however, the main focus is on model checking as
a static formal verification method, its application to industrial automation CPS and software
infrastructure to assist engineering effort with formal verification.

A model-checker generates state space of the model that includes all or some states and
transitions. Each path in the state space corresponds to one system’s run or a single test case.
Model-checking enables unsupervised automatic verification process of a system by generat-
ing the state space and identifies system failure via counterexamples (a scenario (state trace)
that breaks a given property of the system). Properties to be verified are specified using many
methods, including temporal logic, automata, etc. While model-checking of software systems
is computationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used in other adjacent areas of
computer systems engineering, such as hardware design, proving its ability to handle problems
of reasonably large complexity [16, 17]. This suggests that it can be also applied in the indus-
trial automation domain, and there have been impressive number of research works towards
this goal, e.g. [18, 19, 20]. For safety-critical applications, formal verification is one of the
most efficient ways to prove system’s correctness [21].

Symbolic model checking [22] was proposed roughly three decades ago as a tool that is
supposed to enable verification of industrial-size finite state systems using compact represen-
tations such as binary decision diagrams (BDD) to efficiently analyze the model’s state space.
This approach became popular with introduction of the SMV verification tool and its exten-
sions that automate the verification procedure (but not the model generation unfortunately).

2.4 Abstract State Machines

The notion of Abstract State Machines (ASM), proposed by Yu. Gurevich [23], has been
proven during the past three decades as an efficient approach for the formal specification and
analysis of computer hardware and software. It has been used in numerous modeling and
verification projects, and later was introduced into development environments for practical
usage in high-level system design and analysis [24].

The ASM can be seen as an abstract modelling language for high-level system design and
analysis [25], model-checking, and especially effective when different analysis and validation
techniques may be applied to the same model. Various model-checking techniques have been
applied to ASM models, starting with symbolic model-checking using the SMV tool, first
proposed in [26] and later developed in [27, 28], and explicit state model-checking with SPIN
[29, 30].

As stated in [31], Abstract State Machines is a an engineering method, which guides the
development of software and embedded hardware-software systems seamlessly from require-
ments capture to their implementation. It provides a refinable abstraction in a form of hier-
archical state-transition system, where each ASM symbol can be mapped to original system’s
artefact or a real-world entity. Basic ASMs are a set of so-called transition rules of the form
"if Condition then U pdates", which transform abstract states.
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The Condition is an arbitrary predicate logic formula without free variables, which evalu-
ates to true or false. Updates is a finite set of assignments of the form f (t1, . . . , tn) := t, whose
execution is to be understood as changing in parallel the value of the occuring functions f at the
indicated arguments to the indicated value [31]. Also, a number of extension have been pro-
posed to enhance the ASM mechanism with different composition techniques, parametrization,
synchronous-asynchronous execution, etc.

2.5 Conclusion
With increasing system complexity, the future of industrial automation is definitely behind the
component-based design concepts.

IEC 61499 standard, despite very slow take-off at the beginning, is getting more and more
industrial support now, when it has matured enough and its key features has met the real indus-
try needs.

At the moment, for safety-critical industrial systems that use the new design concepts, there
is a need to improve verification and validation techniques, and formal verification of such
systems is an important milestone in the technology development. Model checking method
and tools has been developed through many yeast and proven extremely useful in adjacent
areas. However, formal verification of industrial automation systems, and specifically CBAS,
face a number of challenges that need to be addressed. One of such challenges is a rigorous
formal model for the IEC 61499-based control logic, which can be easily mapped to the model-
checking languages (SMV) and combined with a model of a plant in a closed-loop manner. The
ASM notion seems to be the best tool to formalize such a model.

Another challenge that one can face trying to verify CBAS is the model complexity and
state space explosion problem. As the latter has been already addressed in the model checking
methods and tools implementations, there is always a room for improvement. For example,
closed-loop modelling and various plant abstraction techniques shall be used to address this
problem.



Chapter 3

ASM modelling of IEC 61499
extended with timestamps

This work is using Abstract State Machines (ASM) notion to formalize the model of IEC
61499 control applications. Those applications on the other hand, may represent either a real
control application, or a full closed-loop model of a system, combining the real control loop
with a plant model, described using the same IEC 61499 language [32, 33, 34]. Nevertheless,
this chapter gives a formal description of such model, which is later used as a basis for SMV
model in model checking.

3.1 Model basics
The semantic description of IEC 61499 extended with timestamps, presented in this section,
is meant to be used as a formal basis for different models in implementation, validation and
formal verification of IEC 61499-based control systems. The model is designed in a way to
keep a certain level of simplicity in order to address the state space explosion problem widely
observed when using formal verification techniques, preserving, at the same time, the crucial
semantic features.

3.1.1 Flattened FB model

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, a composite function block, or an IEC 61499 application can have
hierarchical organisation due to the fact that composite function block definitions can include
instances of other composite function blocks.

As for composite function blocks, their execution model has not been fully clarified in
the standard. According to [35], there are two possibilities: to execute a composite FB as an
entity or as a transparent container, i.e. a flattened FB network. In this work, the transparent
container model is used and to further specify its implementation: this flattening approach,
based on [36, 37], uses the concept of data valves, preserving the semantics of interfaces (the

17
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event-data associations and data latches). Events and data in the model are transferred through
interface border in and out immediately when they appear.

A flat FB system consists of the following elements:

• Basic function blocks (BFB)

• Service interface function blocks (SIFB)

• Composite FB input interfaces

• Composite FB output interfaces

Fig. 3.1 shows an example of the flattened model structure of a composite FB "quad" on
the top level, that was composed of the instances "tw1" and "tw2". Each of the latter is also
a composite function block, composed of two instances of the basic function blocks INC and
DEC respectively.

Figure 3.1: Flattened FB system (from paper G).

Basic function blocks in this model are executed as atomic units, that is while a BFB is
being executed, no other actions are possible (except buffering of input events from SIFBs),
therefore a basic FB execution time should be as short as possible.
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The key difference of the CFB model from another IEC 61499 structure called subapplica-
tion is that events and data are still bound together by means of the WITH-associations, while in
a subapplication events and data are always transferred independently. The WITH-association
between event and data interface elements of a function block determines that the data element
is sampled only when the associated event occurs.

The presented modelling approach sets the following restrictions on FB systems if they
should be modelled with this approach:

1. A data input of one FB can be connected to only one data output of another FB. (Event
connections are free of such restrictions and implicit usage of the E_SPLIT and E_MERGE
standard function blocks is assumed for splitting and merging events respectively.)

2. Each event or data input of a component FB can be connected to only one input interface.

3. Each event or data output of a component FB can be connected to only one output inter-
face.

Most of these restrictions do not limit the generality as they follow the rules of IEC 61499.
While the proposed model for composite function blocks does not support the IEC 61499

principle of "run to completion", it can be be further enhanced with this feature, but on account
of some complications. One should note that different implementations of IEC 61499 treat the
"run to completion" principle differently and the standard itself does not elaborate on this side
of the composite FB execution model.

3.1.2 Modelling timestamps
The introduced model of IEC 61499 will use event timestamps as proposed in [38] and further
elaborated in [39, 40]. This mechanism is not yet a part of the standard, but is already supported
by some of the implementation tools, such as IDE Neptune [41] and is considered to be a useful
extension for its ability to check timing guarantees and implement robust time-aware behaviour.

All input and output events of function blocks are loaded with timestamps. A timestamp is
determined by two variables: the event birth time (which is further referred as TB-timestamp)
and the event last update time (further referred as TL-timestamp). Intuitively, an event birth
time is the system time, when the event was created by the event-producing FB and the last
update time is when the event was last processed by a function block (or passed through an in-
terface) firing a consequent event. The event birth time is created either by an event-producing
SIFB, or by a user-defined event creating BFB. The closest to the above semantics and im-
plementation was proposed by Dai et al. [39], however, the paper does not give a complete
semantic description of FB systems and does not consider a possibility to use timestamp infor-
mation in control logic.

To ensure a fully deterministic execution of a FB system (in a single resource), besides the
timestamps, the model also uses the principle of unique priorities of execution elements. For
example, in the whole system there should not be two input events (of any FBs) with equal
priority. This is achieved by using two priority levels: a) unique FB priorities in the system and
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b) unique local priorities of event inputs/outputs within a single FB or interface. Priorities are
taken into account iff timestamps of two or more active events are equal. The timestamps are
meant for received events at the time of evaluation.

3.1.3 Modelling event scheduler
The formal model definition consists of two parts: model schema and model dynamics. The
model schema describes the static part of the model (including basic syntactic constructs, vari-
ables and common functions). The model dynamics is described by the rules of state variables
(and functions) change.

In addition to the earlier mentioned structural restrictions for the FB system, the model-
level abstraction is used to improve model-checking performance. The abstractions are based
on the following assumptions:

• The model does not take into account clock synchronization error on different devices.
It is assumed that the error is handled on the application level and not by the execution
semantics.

• The model considers only FB application execution within a single resource.

• FB execution in a resource is always sequential. Resources (or devices) run separately
and independent from each other.

• The model uses a discrete time notion, where time domain T = {unde f , 0, 1, 2, ...} is
a set of discrete time values in the system. unde f means that time is not defined or
non-important.

However, too much independence in execution of composite FBs can lead to a behavior
unwanted in some execution models, for instance:

• A composite FB could be triggered when not all its components finished executions (CFB
reenterability).

• A component FB inside a CFB could be executed multiple times.

• Execution of component FBs from different CFB instances could interleave.

It is assumed that a resource includes a scheduler that controls execution of FBs. Execu-
tion of the FB system components in a single resource is always sequential (since a resource is
usually implemented as non-preemptive to ensure deterministic behaviour) [42].
The scheduler is built upon a chronologically ordered event queue (events in a queue are or-
dered by TL-timestamps). The scheduling elements in the queue are events and execution
elements are FBs and interfaces.

For the sake of model’s simplicity, an implicit event queue is used in the model instead
of explicit queue in runtime implementations. An implicit queue is formed as a set of events
buffered on event inputs of BFBs, SIFBs and CFB interfaces. There is a chronological order
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relation defined on this set. In case of implicit event queue, the elements are not bound into a
list-like structure. When describing the work of the scheduler, it is convenient to use a queue
of execution elements, i.e. FBs and interfaces, instead of a queue of events. It is possible to
uniquely map the events to their associated execution elements.

For the reference, the listing (3.1) shows an abstract algorithm of a possible scheduler
implementation. During the event transfer, we need to consider not only the FB that has just
finished execution, but also the event-producing SIFBs. We assume that required precautions
are taken to insert the newly produced events into the event queue safely, asynchronously and
concurrently to the scheduler algorithm.

scheduler =while execQueue not empty do

choose x ∈ execQueue :

x has a minimum timestamp and

the highest priority among other elements

with the same minimum timestamp (if any)

pm(x) (3.1)

where pm(x) is the execution rule for the corresponding schedulable element x (e.g. a BFB).
However, keeping in mind the performance of model-checking, we won’t use explicit scheduler
in the model, but instead the active event selection is done by special predicates directly in the
execution rules.

Concluding the above, one can summarize main differences between formal model and
actual implementations:

1. Model uses implicit event queue, while implementations use explicit event queue;

2. Model does not have an explicit scheduler, instead, it uses predicates for selection of an
active event among timed prioritized events;

3. Model is based on sets, functions and ASM rules, while a real implementation uses FB
artefacts and computations based on them.

Model operation is based on transitions from one model state to another according to certain
ASM rules. This can be called a rule-driven execution, when the model operation is defined by
execution of enabled ASM rules.

3.1.4 Basic notation

A model of a flat FB system S is formally defined as

MS = (S yntS , S emS ) (3.2)
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The syntactic part is what is defined by the IEC 61499 abstract syntax and can be described
as a tuple:

S yntS = (FBS , INS ,OUTS , PRS ,

EVCONNS ,DCONNS ) (3.3)

where FBS is a set of component FB instances in the system (only BFB and SIFB, compos-
ite FBs are unfolded into interfaces and connections by flattening, as discussed in Section 3.1),
INS is a set of input CFB interface instances, OUTS - set of output CFB interface instances,
PRS is a set of priorities, EVCONNS and DCONNS are sets of event and data connections in
the system.

We call component FBs, input and output interface instances - execution elements and
define a set ELS = FBS ∪ INS ∪ OUTS for this purpose. Every execution element has its
unique priority from the PRS set. A priority of an element x in the system is referred as
priorS (x), where priorS : ELS → PRS .

The semantic part of the system description will be:

S emS = (EIFB, EOFB, EIIN , EOOUT ,

VIFB,VOFB,VIIN ,VOOUT , τ) (3.4)

First eight elements of the tuple are event and data inputs and outputs of BFBs/SIFBs and
CFB interface instances. (Different lower indexes FB, IN and OUT indicate subsets of component
function blocks, input interfaces and output interfaces correspondingly) τ is a monitored 0-
ary function, returning system (resource) clock value (in ASM model, the term "monitored"
means the function’s change is not defined by ASM rules, but read (monitored) from external
environment, e.g. user input or external simulator). For all data variables we define a universal
value function Val : VARS → VAL, where VARS = VIFB ∪ VOFB ∪ VIIN ∪ VOOUT is a union
of all sets of data variables in the model and VAL = B∪ I∪F is a domain including all possible
values (in this model we limit it to Boolean (B), integer(I) and float(F) data types). Changes to
variables are determined by the ASM rules, which are listed below in the section 3.2.

Generally, most of the actions performed in the model are delegated to the execution ele-
ments. On the top level it makes sense to define just the rules for active event selection and
some basic commons.

First, we define three functions over an event e ∈ EVS (EVS = (EIFB ∪ EOFB ∪ EIIN ∪

EOOUT )):
Fired : EVS → B defines whether event e is fired or not;
Tb : EVS → T is a function assigning TB-timestamp of the event e;
Tl : EVS → T is a function assigning TL-timestamp of the event e.
The main predicate to be used for active event selection is as follows:

IsActive(e) = (Fired(e) ∧ Tl(e) = MinTl

∧ prior(get_ f b(e)) = MaxPrior(MinTl)) (3.5)
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where get_ f b(e) is an execution element (in this case it is a FB) which correspond to event
e;
MinTl is a 0-ary function showing current minimal T L timestamp value in the model;
MaxPrior(MinTl) is the maximum priority of execution elements that have a minimum times-
tamp (in the current state);

Model dynamics on the top level is defined by the model’s main rule, which is parallel
execution of all its components’ main rules:

main = forall x ∈ ELS do

pm(x) (3.6)

When defining the ASM model of a FB system, static, derived, and dynamic functions are
used. The derived functions are those coming with a specification or computation mechanism
given in terms of other functions.

3.2 Formal semantics with timestamps

3.2.1 Basic FB
Model schema. A basic function block model can be formally presented as MFB = (S yntFB, S emFB).
As in [43], the syntactic part is defined as follows:

S yntFB = (Inter f ace, ALG, IV, ECC,Val0, t) (3.7)

It consists of the interface, a set of algorithms (ALG), an execution control chart (ECC), a set of
internal variables(IV), a set of initial values (Val0). We modify the basic semantic definition,
given by the IEC 61499 standard, adding extra element - t, which represents the last active
event’s TB-timestamp.

A basic function block interface is a tuple Inter f ace = (EI, EO,VI,VO, IW,OW), where
EI ⊂ EIFB is a set of event inputs of the basic function block, EO ⊂ EOFB is a set if event
outputs, VI ⊂ VIFB is a set of data inputs, VO ⊂ VOFB is a set of data outputs, IW and OW
are sets of WITH-connections for the basic FB input and output interface correspondingly. For
every WITH-connection iw ∈ IW one can define two functions: Event : IW → EI and Data :
IW → 2VI . Result of Event(iw) is a single event e ∈ EI associated with iw; Data(w) returns a
subset [VI] ⊆ VI of associated data inputs. In a similar way one can define Event : OW → EO
and Data : OW → 2VO for ow ∈ OW. The polymorphism principle is used to define the
functions Event(iw)/Event(ow) and Data(iw)/Data(ow), however, in certain implementations
they can be just named differently, for example, using suffix notation.

As discussed in [43], the functioning of a Basic Function Block is defined by means of
ECC. IEC 6499 ECC Operation State Machine (OSM) defines an internal state machine for
ECC transition behavior. Table 3.1 below shows briefly the OSM behavior.

One must note that the set-theoretical ASM notation is quite complicated. To make the
model presentation better readable and usable, as compared to [44], this work follows a higher
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State Operations
s0 (wait for input event)
s1 Evaluate transitions
s2 Perform actions

transition Condition Operations
t1 Input event occurs Sample inputs
t2 No transitions clear
t3 A transition clears
t4 Actions completed

Table 3.1: ECC Operation State Machine.

level of abstraction (without loosing rigorousness) and switch (where it makes sense) from the
notation of runtime variables and value update functions to abstract ASM functions, so we can
produce more elegant and compact description.

The semantic part of the basic FB model is defined as a tuple of functions:

S emFB = (Ecc,Osm,Na,Ni, Bu f f er) (3.8)

where Ecc : FBS → ECS T AT ES is a function representing the ECC state for the function
block instance f b, where ECS T AT ES is a set of ECC states; Osm : FBS → OS MS T AT ES ;
OS MS T AT ES = {s0, s1, s2} - function representing OSM state for the function block instance
f b.

Na : FBS → N is the ECC action pointer, showing the number of ECC action that is
currently in execution, where N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } is a set of non-negative integers. If Na( f b) = 0,
then it is considered that no ECC actions are executing at the moment.

Ni : FBS → N is the algorithm step pointer of the basic FB f b ∈ FBS . If Ni( f b) = 0, it is
considered that the algorithm execution is finished.

Also, since the input data has to be buffered in the BFB when there is an active input event,
we define a function Bu f f er : VI → VAL which corresponds to the internal buffer value,
associated with data input d ∈ VI , and we will use Val : VI → VAL to define the input (before
buffering) value of d ∈ VI.

Model dynamics. The Basic FB dynamics is defined by the following rule:

pFB
m ( f b) =(pFB

start( f b), pFB
EvReset( f b), pFB

OS M( f b),

pFB
ECC( f b), pFB

Ni ( f b), pFB
EvOut( f b),

pFB
Finish( f b)) (3.9)

The rule is parameterised with f b, which means that for every f b ∈ FBS there should be exe-
cuted an individual instance of the rule. pFB

m on its own consists of several sub-rules responsible
for changing specific state variables and functions for the function block instance f b.
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The first sub-rule: pFB
S tart( f b) is responsible for BFB instance execution start routine, select-

ing active input event and buffering data from input interface.

pFB
S tart( f b) =

with e ∈ EI :

isActive(e) ∧ Osm( f b) = s0

do

t( f b) := Tb(e)

forall iw ∈ IW : Event(iw) = e do

forall d in Data(iw) do

Bu f f er(d) := Val(d) (3.10)

This rule is activated when the following conditions are met:

1. one of BFB event inputs is active;

2. BFB is "free" i.e. its OSM is in the state s0;

When the rule is activated, the following actions are performed:

1. initialize "TB" timestamp variable with the value from the active event input;

2. sample the input data, associated with the active input event.

The next sub-rule: pFB
EvReset( f b) (3.11) is responsible for resetting event buffers. When the

OSM is in the state S 1 (which means that BFB has started the active execution phase) it resets
the active event and the related timestamp buffers.

pFB
EvReset( f b) =

forall e ∈ EI : isActive(e) ∧ Osm( f b) = s1 do

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (3.11)

The operation state machine (OSM) is responsible for controlling basic function block’s
operation state, i.e. executing data sampling, ECC transitions, algorithms, etc., in the correct
order. It is defined by its state Osm( f b) and transition rule pFB

OS M. But before defining it, one
need to define some auxiliary functions. First, a set of ECC transitions ECTRAN is defined,
for each element tr ∈ ECTRAN one needs to individually define a guard condition Guard :
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ECTRAN → B - is a derived function (predicate) to be used in ECC transition. Function
Ei : ECTRAN → EI returns event Ei(tr), associated with specific ECC transition tr (note
that only one event can be associated with each transition). S rc : ECTRAN → ECS T AT E
and Dst : ECTRAN → ECS T AT E define source and destination ECC states correspondingly.
Function Enabled : ECTRAN → B will be used as a predicate to check if a specific ECC
transition is enabled. It can be defined as follows: Enabled(tr) = IsActive(Ei(tr))∧Guard(tr).

We also define a function ExistsEnabledECtran : FBS → B, such that ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) =

true if there is at least one enabled ECC transition in f b and false otherwise. The function is
parameterised with FB instance f b ∈ FBS which means it returns individual value for every
FB instance. We do not use this parameter in the definition, but assume that the transition set
ECTRAN belongs to the instance f b.

ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) = exist tr ∈ ECTRAN :

Enabled(tr) ∧ (Ecc( f b) = S rc(tr)) (3.12)

The OSM functioning is defined by the rule (3.13).

pFB
OS M( f b) =

if (Osm( f b) = s0 ∧ (exist e ∈ EI :

isActive(e)) then

Osm( f b) := s1

else if (Osm( f b) = s1 ∧ ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) then

Osm( f b) := s2

else if (Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Na( f b) = 0) then

Osm( f b) := s1

else if (Osm( f b) = s1 ∧ ¬ExistsEnabledECtran( f b)) then

Osm( f b) := s0 (3.13)

OSM starts with transition from state s0 to s1 when there is an active input event. The OSM is
transitioned to s2 when its state is s1 and there exists at least one enabled ECC transition, and returns to
the state s1 when all ECC actions are executed in the current ECC state. Finally, the OSM will return to
s0 from s1 if there are no enabled ECC transitions.
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The ECC functioning is defined by the following rule:

pFB
ECC( f b) =

choose tr ∈ ECTRAN : (Ecc( f b) = S rc(tr)

∧ Enabled(tr) ∧ Osm( f b) = s1)

do Ecc( f b) := Dst(tr) (3.14)

Every ECC state may have one or more ECC actions associated with the state. When OSM
is in the state s2, these actions are executed in the order they’ve been defined. To schedule
execution of ECC actions, in the BFB model schema a counter Na( f b) is defined. Update of
this counter value is done by the pFB

Na sub-rule (3.15).

pFB
Na ( f b) =

if Osm( f b) = s1 then

Na( f b) := 1

else if Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Ni( f b) = 0∧

Na( f b) < MaxNa(Ecc( f b)) then

Na( f b) := Na( f b) + 1

else if Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Ni( f b) = 0∧

Na( f b) = MaxNa(Ecc( f b)) then

Na( f b) := 0 (3.15)

"An ECC action is executed" actually means execution of algorithm alg ∈ ALG associated
with this action and subsequent firing of an associated output event. In BFB model schema an
algorithm step counter Ni( f b) was defined. As before, one first need to define some auxiliary
functions. A static function MaxNa : ECS T AT E → N defines maximum value for actions
counter (total number of actions) for each specific ECC state. It is assumed that algorithm step
counter Ni( f b) is updated by the sub-rule pFB

Ni during algorithm execution and therefore, the
rule for its update is specific to each algorithm. As mentioned in the model schema definition,
Ni( f b) = 0 always means that an algorithm execution has finished.

Finally, a basic FB has to output data, fire output events and finish its execution. One can
assume that if there is an output event e ∈ EO associated with ECC action, after algorithm
execution finished the function Out(e) will be set to true. Therefore, the output sampling sub-
rule pFB

EvOut can be defined as in (3.16).
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pFB
EvOut( f b) =

forall e ∈ EO : Out(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := t( f b)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall ow ∈ OW : Event(ow) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(ow) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d) (3.16)

3.2.2 Composite FB
As noted in Section 3.1, a composite function block is decomposed into two independent in-
terface modules: input and output. The data valve concept, described in works [36, 35, 37],
despite all its advantages, may result in more complicated models when a single data input
belongs to more than one data valve. Therefore, keeping in mind model simplicity desired for
formal verification, this work represents CFB interface as a single entity instead of (possibly)
several data valves. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) show syntactic and semantic representations of the
CFB input interface.

Input interface model schema. As for basic function block, one can simply define the model
of input interface as MIN = (S yntIN , S emIN), omitting individual indices (i.e. S ynti

IN , S emi
IN),

but assume that all elements belong to an individual instance of an interface.
The syntactic part, defined as S yntIN = (EI,VI, IW), consists of input events EI, input data

VI and WITH-connections IW.
In the semantic part, we do not define any more entities, but reuse some component defini-

tions given in the overall model and the BFB descriptions.

Input interface model dynamics. Input interface operation consists of four steps:

1. Setting of the input event timestamps;

2. Transferring created output event to receivers;

3. Transfer of associated data to receivers;

4. Active (processed) input event reset.
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Figure 3.2: CFB input interface. Syntactic (a) and semantic (b) representations, from paper G.

It should be noted that the role of an input event in the input interface is changed. When the
interface is "triggered", the active input event becomes an output event for this interface and
is transferred to the corresponding event receivers. It is assumed that scheduler has chosen an
active event input that belongs to the current interface.

Here we try to follow a unified approach, when a received event/data is held in an input
buffer, associated with CFB input interface until it is processed (same as for BFB), and output
events are transferred to destinations of the corresponding event and data connections by the
FB/interface that triggers the event or creates the data. An input interface module dynamics is
defined in (3.17).

Output interface model schema. Similar to the input interface, the output interface model is
defined as a tuple MOUT = (S yntOUT , S emOUT ) where S yntOUT = (EO,VO,OW) is a syntactic
part of an interface, S emOUT - semantic part of an interface.

Output interface model dynamics. An output interface model dynamics is defined by the
rule pOUT

m (3.18).
Execution of the rule will perform the following actions:

1. set timestamps for the output event;

2. send output event to corresponding event receivers;
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pIN
m (ii) =

forall e ∈ EI : IsActive(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := Tb(e)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall iw ∈ IW : Event(iw) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(iw) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d)

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (3.17)

3. output data, attached to the active output event by WITH-connections;

4. reset active output event buffer.

3.3 Modelling in SMV
As defined in the previous section, the model uses discrete time Time = {unde f , 0, 1, 2, . . . },
where 0, 1, 2, . . . refers to abstract time steps, which could be of different length (e.g. mil-
lisecond, or ten milliseconds, or one second), depending on each particular case study. The
model is built around the delayed-transition concept where certain transitions between model
states require some time. However, some transitions may take just 1 or 2 time steps, and some
other may take hundreds, or the opposite - delay is so small that we consider timing of this
particular transition non important. In such a case, a uniform time flow would lead to creating
a large number of intermediate states in the model state space (and counterexamples) where
nothing important to a system behaviour happens, except incrementing a timer variable. To ad-
dress this problem, papers D and E propose a shifting-time model, where the time of a nearest
timed action is calculated by an especially introduced "time scheduler" module and the model
is transitioned to that moment in time, avoiding "empty" time increment states.

IEC 61499 standard defines standard library function blocks E_DELAY and E_CYCLE
as program timers to be used in control software. E_CYCLE function block can be easily
represented by E_DELAY with a feedback event connection from EO to START, therefore
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pOUT
m (io) =

forall e ∈ EO : IsActive(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := Tb(e)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall ow ∈ OW : Event(ow) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(ow) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d)

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (3.18)

only E_DELAY function block is described here.
To handle timestamps, one have to introduce global time in the system. The main prob-

lem is that the ever increasing global time variable would make the classic model-checking
intractable. However, we can always perform model-checking for a limited trace length with
bounded model-checking (BMC). To bound the model’s state space, only the time interval from
0 to T_max is considered during verification. The global time variable is determined by the
rule (3.19), where γ means the end of all execution at the given moment of time (all component
FBs’ execution finished and there is no active input events in the system) and Doi is the time
scheduler’s output variable for the i’th timer block.

TGlobal < Tmax ∨ γ ∨ (∧(Doi))⇒ TGlobal = TGlobal + Dmin (3.19)

Listing below shows the SMV code of time scheduler with global time for two delay blocks.
(Note that the SMV code for time scheduler is generated individually for a specific number of
delay blocks it has to handle).

MODULE TimeScheduler (D1o, D1i, D2o, D2i, beta, gamma)
VAR V1 : integer ;
VAR V2 : integer ;
VAR DMin : integer;
VAR TGlobal : integer ; −− global timestamp
ASSIGN
init (TGlobal):=0;
V1:=case

D1o >= 0 : D1o;
TRUE : Tmax;
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esac ;
V2:=case

D2o >= 0 : D2o;
TRUE : Tmax;

esac ;

DMin:=case
V1 <= V2 : V1;
V1 > V2 : V2;
TRUE : 0;

esac ;
D1i:=case

(gamma & D1o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D1o − DMin;
TRUE: D1o;

esac ;
D2i:=case

(gamma & D2o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D2o − DMin;
TRUE: D2o;

esac ;
next(TGlobal):=case

TGlobal<Tmax & (gamma & (D1o > 0 | D2o > 0)):
TGlobal + DMin;

TRUE: TGlobal;
esac ;
DEFINE Tmax:= 3000;

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter a formal model for industrial cyber-physical systems (CPS) with distributed
control based on IEC 61499 standard and supporting time-aware computations is developed.
Main features of the model include usage of timestamps, flattening, unified and independent
behaviour of function block interfaces. This allows to make correct implementation of time-
aware systems and significantly simplify the construction of models for verification and sim-
ulation, as well as ensure fairness of the model and determinism of the function block system
execution at a resource level. The model formalism is based on a well-known abstract state ma-
chines (ASM) notion, which can be used as an intermediate formal representation to generate a
variety of models for different purposes, e.g. formal verification, and executable code. Though,
the main purpose of the proposed model is generation of SMV models for formal verification.



Chapter 4

Automated verification framework

The formal verification workflow currently is highly dependent on the engineer’s effort
in building models, analyzing counterexamples and even running the model checking tools
with certain parameters over and over again. This chapter discusses an effort to reduce the
engineering work by offering a set of tools, which automates certain stages of work. It is not
an ultimate "one button" solution, but helps to greatly reduce an amount of repetitive work and
helps the user to focus on real challenges.

In the core of this framework is the fb2smv tool which allows automated conversion of
composite unction blocks into SMV code. Plus, a number of additional apps and scripts to
automate parts of the workflow.

4.1 fb2smv: The IEC 61499 function blocks SMV model syn-
thesizer tool

4.1.1 Role of ASM models in formal verification toolchain
The main motivation to use ASM is the need for an intermediate formal model, which can be
used to generate different models (e.g. SMV) or executable code. For example, the ASM model
of function blocks is used in the fb2smv converter [45], which converts IEC 61499 description
files in XML to SMV code for formal verification. Its graphical user interface is presented in
Figure 4.1. The window shows the loaded top-level FB PNP_PLANT_MS_CONTROL_FOR_SMV
and its nested FBs. In addition, in the Connected variables field, one can observe all the vari-
ables associated with the selected cyl1_fwd variable.

The transformation rules to generate output model in fb2smv are based on the defined ASM
semantics. The generated SMV model structure is presented in Figure 4.2.

Each FB type is represented by SMV module. The modules can be instantiated and the
instances can be nested, allowing a direct mapping of the IEC 61499 hierarchical structure
to an SMV model. The SMV code of both basic and composite FBs consists of the static
declarations part (what was referred to as model’s schema), and the "rules" part, which are the
ASM rules represented using the SMV language.
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Figure 4.1: User interface of the fb2smv model generator.

4.1.2 Program architecture

A generalized architecture of the fb2smv tool is shown in the figure 4.3. It has a modular design
built around an intermediate model - a database-like representation of an original FB applica-
tion, that stores all its semantical artifacts in such a form that they can be easily manipulated to
generate different output models. In the terms of ASM, intermediate model represents sets of
syntactic and semantic elements S ynts and S ems without dynamic(update) rules.

The tool uses two-stage model transformation process. On the first stage, the IEC 61499
standard XML representation is decomposed to simple elements and stored in the internal
storage forming the intermediate model. On the second stage, to construct the specified SMV
model blocks, related simple terms are selected from the storage.

Input model parser parses the standard XML representation of IEC 61499 function blocks
into the intermediate model. Modifiers allow for user manipulation of the model’s semantic
artifacts, such as data types and priorities. Output model generator is responsible for applying
the ASM update rules to the intermediate model and generating the output SMV code.

Some model adjustments and transformations can be performed before the SMV model
synthesis.

Variables’ SMV data types stored in the intermediate model can be changed from graphical
user interface, however, such change to one variable requires changes to all connected variables
(otherwise, model checker may return an error).

Data connection dependency graph is build on IEC 61499 data connections and allows to
perform search for interconnected variables using well-known algorithms to determine con-
nected components.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the generated SMV code. (From paper G)

4.1.3 Program usage, options and restrictions
Execution semantics

To formalize the model, various execution semantics can be defined [46]. As it is possible in the
future to extend the fb2smv tool with different execution semantics, only one is implemented
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Figure 4.3: fb2smv converter architecture.

at the moment in the output SMV model. Below are its basic concepts:

• Cyclic execution with hierarchical system of "dispatchers"

• Events can be timestamped, but only if they are marked so in the fb2smv interface

• One time scheduler per model

User interface

The fb2smv interface is split into three main panels (fig. 4.4): Panel (a) presents the loaded
system’s FB types hierarchy; panel (b) is the main user working zone, with several tabs cor-
respondint ot different user-adjustable semantic artefacts: panel (c) shows the message log,
which could be useful in troubleshooting.

"Dispatcher" tab (Fig. 4.5) allows user to adjust dispatching rules i.e. the function blocks
instances execution order for cyclic execution semantics

"SMV Code" tab shows the generated output SMV model. When "File -> Save SMV Code"
is pressed, SMV model is saved as it is presented. Ant it is possible to modify the model before
saving.

"Main" tab shows the simple "main" SMV module generated by the tool. It can be modified
or replaced before saving model to SMV file. If the default "main" module was replaced with
custom code in this tab, the ??? window will appear during the SMV code generation process
asking to replace the existing main module.
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Figure 4.4: fb2smv tool graphical interface.

Restrictions

• Only ST algorithms are supported.

• In ST algorithms, only assignment and branch (IF..THEN..ELSE..END_IF) operators
with any depth of nesting are supported

• Only “physical” connections (but not dependencies by algorithms) affect variable con-
nections graph.

• A limited set of data types is supported (see the table below)

Type SMV variable type
event boolean
BOOL boolean
INT

0..99/integer
UINT
Other types Not defined
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Figure 4.5: fb2smv tool graphical interface: dispatcher tab.

For variables with types INT and UINT it is possible to change SMV data type. If an option
"Integers and Reals in SMV" is selected, the data type in the SMV model will be integer,
otherwise, it is possible to change the range of each variable manually.

SMV data types for all connected variables will be changed when one variable type is
changed.

Input events priorities If more than one event occur on the basic FB inputs, only one event
will be processed and other events will be cleared. The processing event choice is based on
simple priorities and converter allows to change priorities in the “Events” tab.

Composite FB with dispatcher In generated SMV model, components execution order in
composite FB is controlled regard to cyclic execution discipline and converter allows to change
execution order on the “Dispatcher” tab (Fig. 4.5).
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4.2 Supporting tools

4.2.1 nutrac
Verification tools like NuSMV and nuXmv return a counterexample in plain text format, which
is extremely hard to analyze manually, especially when such a counterexample has hundreds
of stats and one needs to track a specific variable(s) changing thorough all those states. In this
case, a table representation seems like a native way to present this kind of data and spread-
sheet processors like Google Sheets or MS Excel have a set of powerful tools simplifying the
analysis.

A simple supporting tool nutrac (stands for NuSMV trace converter) was created to ad-
dress conversion of plain-text counterexamples from NuSMV into spreadsheet-importable for-
mat (*.csv).

The tool parses text representation using with an automaton, shown in fig. 4.6

4.2.2 NuShell
During verification process and model/control program debug and refinement, an engineer
needs to launch the verifier many times, often with different parameters. nuSMV/nuXmv veri-
fiers allow for input "command" files that specify all required actions, however, even changing
these files tens and hundreds of times during the day may consume a lot of extra time. This
application is a simple graphical interface shell to the NuSMV command line tool, that helps to
create/update a command file and launch the verifier in a few clicks. Fig. 4.7 shows the nushell
interface.

4.2.3 Cloud-Based Model-Checking Infrastructure
Verification tasks consume many resources and verification process can run for days and block
all important personal computer resources. This part, presents an early experiment (from paper
A) to run verification remotely on a service such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud that grows
according to the need. A verification problem usually contains specifications that must be eval-
uated to prove or disprove certain properties and each property checking can run as a separate
process. Hence the option to perform verification tasks in the cloud instead of running them on
an own computer provides performance related improvements. The cloud-based solution takes
advantage of highly scalable parallel computations and more cost-efficiency in comparison to
supporting own computation infrastructure.

Fig. 4.8 shows possible decomposition of full verification with Bounded Model Check-
ing (BMC). For each single bound, the NuSMV model checker can generate a separate SAT-
problem [47]. And all these SAT problems can be solved in parallel tasks (on many Amazon
Cloud instances for example).

For the IEC 61499 function block models, memory consumption grows linearly for a single
bound verification with NuSMV and this behaviour provides highly predictable resource needs.
Reconfigurable clouds such as example Amazon EC2, enables us to tune cloud resources for
specific model and reach high cost-efficiency.
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Figure 4.6: Nutrac parcer flow-chart.

4.3 Conclusion
This section presented a tool-chain for systematic use of formal verification in the development
process of automation systems engineering. This proves the possibility of practical use of the
developed formal methods suite. Elements of the tool-chain have been used in the academic
community, e.g. in [34, 48, 49, 50].
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Figure 4.7: NuShell interface.

Figure 4.8: Dividing the verification problem across multiple instances.
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Chapter 5

Case studies of time-aware
computations

Time-aware computations can be classified into three use case groups:

1. Time-aware backtracking;

2. Continuous time-aware control;

3. Time-Complemented Event-Driven approach.

Each use case group is briefly demonstrated on a case study example. More detailed case
study descriptions are given in the corresponding papers. The purpose of presenting the cases
here is to consolidate the experiences from the TAC use in different ways and in different
application scenarios.

5.1 Time-aware backtracking: elevator case study

Time-aware backtracking is applicable to reversible processes with discrete control algorithms.
It follows the simple idea that if late arrival of a message from another device in distributed
control system indicated that controlled process has missed an important key point, it can be
reversed back to that point and certain actions can be performed after that. The paper E showed
a simple case study of where and how time-aware backtracking can be applied. It can be viewed
as a sort of "toy" example, demonstrating, however, all necessary elements.

A building with three floors is equipped with an elevator as shown in Figure 5.1. Each
floor has elevator doors, a call button and a cabin position sensor. When a user presses a call
button, the elevator controller initiates the cabin to move towards the user’s floor (by sending
up and down signals to the motor driver). When the elevator cabin reaches the desired floor,
the position sensor sends the signal that the cabin is at the desired floor to the controller and
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Figure 5.1: Elevator and its distributed function block application. (From paper G)

controller stops the motor and opens doors. The decentralised function block control applica-
tion, shown in Figure 5.1, is designed with distributed hardware architecture in mind, where
nodes are connected with wired or wireless networks.

It is assumed that the cabin position sensors are connected to the controller via a wireless
network and there can appear a random delay long enough to make the elevator overshoot by a
sensible distance. Thereby it is possible to get the cabin stopped in a wrong position and have
the doors opened there (see Figure 5.2).

We assume that due to the random nature of the communication delay, it is impossible to
predict when the elevator will miss the floor, but it is possible to detect it using event timestamps
and perform actions to correct the position. When the sensor reading arrives, its timestamp is
compared against the present time in the PLC and if the time difference ∆t = tpresent−ttimestamp is
greater than the maximum safety range, the sensor data is considered as outdated and a position
correction must be performed.

To simplify the model, the elevator speed is considered constant and to correct the cabin
position, the elevator motor is switched backward for the duration ∆t. It is possible to cal-
culate the actual elevator correction time for the motor considering acceleration/deceleration
calculated with knowledge of weight, motor power, etc.

In the control logic, this approach was implemented by adding special "correction" states
to the ECC diagram of the controller. Figure 5.3 shows the fragment of the ECC diagram with
the state for the position correction (Correct1u) when the elevator misses the floor 1 going up,
a similar state is added to ECC for all six possible combinations of floor and direction.

The behaviour of the function block application was investigated by means of model-
checking. The fb2smv model generator was applied to generate the formal model in SMV
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Figure 5.2: Elevator error. (From paper G)

language given the source code in IEC 61499. The model was checked against specifications
stating that the elevator always stops in the required floor and in the position safe for door
opening for a range of the communication jitter values.

Figure 5.4 shows a plot from NuSMV counterexample with corrected elevator position.
The time scale is given in abstract time units, grey area shows when the elevator doors are
open. To reduce the SMV model state space, elevator’s continuous movement was modelled as
a timed automaton with seven discrete positions where each transition between two subsequent
positions takes 2 time units.

As pointed out in [40], model-checking has shown significant advantage as compared to
testing by simulation in terms of the time, spent on the system’s testing.

For more comprehensive details on this case study the reader is referred to the Paper E
and [40].

5.2 Continuous time-aware control

Continuous time-aware control is a wide category of patterns, where a knowledge of commu-
nication delay is used to adjust the control action accordingly.

Case study in [38] and Paper D shows an example of time-aware PID control. Figure 5.5 (a)
shows a linearly moving cylinder with centralized PID control implemented using funcion
block diagram of IEC 61499. Figure 5.5 (b) shows the same example, but with distributed
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Figure 5.3: Fragment of ECC diagram with position correction state. (From paper G)

Figure 5.4: Plot from SMV counterexample with corrected elevator position. (From paper G)

control. The function block diagram is mapped onto two devices. Here the cylinder’s posi-
tion detected by a sensor is transferred via wireless communication network, where random
message passing delays may occur.

In a simulation model for this example three versions of control system running at a same
time were compared: first - ideal with centralized control and no communication delay (blue
plot in Figure 5.6), second - with same control logic, but distributed control loop as mentioned
before (red in Figure 5.6), and finally the third - with random delay and time-aware PID control
(green in Figure 5.6).

The results show how time-aware PID control allows more smooth movement compared
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Figure 5.5: Cylinder with PID control: a) centralized; b) distributed. (From paper G)

Figure 5.6: Cylinder with PID control. Ideal (blue), distributed with random delay(red), distributed
with TAC (green). (From paper G)

to just a classic control logic in case of distributed control system. Both are of course outper-
formed by the ideal control system case, where no communication delays occur.

This system was also verified using the SMV model-checker with the prior help of the
fb2smv model generator.
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5.3 Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) approach
Time-complemented event-driven (TCED) approach in [51] proposes a control architecture,
where a control decision is made in advance and events triggering control actions are scheduled
to be executed at a certain time.

The idea is to provide the actuating events not with past, but with future time stamps, and
use a smart actuator with built-in scheduler and synchronized clock to perform control actions
at a certain time.

Implementation of this idea could be also done using the time-aware computations con-
cept. For example, for the case of material handling systems from [51], the property to be
verified would refer to the precision of the object diversion in presence of disturbances, such as
communication jitter. Implementation of the formal verification for TCED using fb2smv and
NuSMV model-checker is planned in future work.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter finalizes time-aware computation concept, giving it as classification into three ma-
jor use case groups. The proposed time-aware formal modelling framework has been applied
to a number of example systems, demonstrating its utility and feasibility. The conducted case-
studies have also highlighted some shortcomings related to support by the current version of
the IEC 61499 standard, performance and usability, which shall be addressed in future work.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future work

The future of automation is in sophisticated service-oriented component-based automation
systems with truly decentralized control. Therefore, to ensure reliability and robustness of such
systems, new methods for design, verification and validation are required.

This work makes an attempt to address these issues by proposing the new Time-Aware
Computation approach for design of distributed control systems for industrial automation cyber-
physical systems.

A comprehensive review of existing formal verification methods gives a hope that such a
methodology can be applied to this kind of systems, but also revealed a number of problems
and shortcomings, which need to be addressed in order make it usable for real engineers.

Chapter 3 of this thesis proposed a modelling formalism to address the problem of formal
verification for timed control systems’ models, case studies in Chapter 5 and all included papers
demonstrate model abstractions which can be used to deal with state space explosion problem,
and Chapter 4 contributes with elements of an automated verification tool chain that helps to
reduce the engineering effort in formal verification.

Though this works gives all the tools for design and verification of distributed control sys-
tems for industrial automation CPS, every case study is still unique and requires lot of in-depth
knowledge to implement the TAC approach, build and formally verify the system’s model.
Moreover, exhaustive modelling and formal requirement specification for every new system
pretty much render a new research project for every case study, when, after initial requirements
analysis, one needs to overview all the relevant methods, and build a plant model, formally
specify the requirements in LTL or CTL form and build everything together in the resulting
SMV model.

Future work could be aimed and designing a singe unified modelling approach for plant
models, and upgrading the verification tool chain into truly "one button" solution, minimizing
the engineering effort to only bugfixes in the control application.
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Cloud-based Framework for Practical Model-Checking of
Industrial Automation Applications

Sandeep Patil, Dmitrii Drozdov, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

In this paper we address practical aspects of applying the model-checking method for indus-
trial automation systems verification. Several measures are proposed to cope with the high
computational complexity of model-checking. To improve scalability of the method, cloud-
based verification tools infrastructure is used. Besides, closed-loop plant controller modelling
and synchronization of transitions in the SMV (input language for symbolic model checking)
model aim at complexity reduction. The state explosion problem is additionally dealt with by
using an abstraction of the model of the plant with net-condition event systems, which is then
translated to SMV. In addition, bounded model-checking is applied, which helps to achieve
results in cases when the state space is too high. The paper concludes with comparison of
performance for different complexity reduction methods.

1 Introduction
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving an algorithm with respect to some spec-
ification or property and model-checking is one such formal verification approach introduced
in early 1980s by Clarke and Emerson [1, 2]. A model-checker generates state space of the
model that includes all or some states and transitions. Each path in the state space corresponds
to one system’s run or a single test case. Model-checking enables the unsupervised automatic
verification process of a system by generating the state space and identifies system failure via
counterexamples (a scenario (state trace) that breaks the safety property of the system). Prop-
erties to be verified are specified using many methods, including temporal logic, automata,
etc. While model-checking is computationally resource hungry, it has been successfully used
in other adjacent areas of computer systems engineering, such as hardware design, proving its
ability to handle problems of reasonably large complexity [3, 4]. This suggests that it can be
also applied in the industrial automation domain, and there have been impressive number of
research works towards this goal [5, 6]. For safety-critical applications, formal verification is
one of the most efficient ways to prove system’s correctness.

2 Cloud-Based Model-Checking Infrastructure
Verification tasks consume many resources and verification process can run for days and block
all important personal computer resources. In this section, we present how we could run ver-
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ification remotely on a service such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud that grows according
to the need. A verification problem usually contains specifications that are to be evaluated
to prove or disprove many properties and each property checking can run as a separate pro-
cess. Hence the option to perform verification tasks in the cloud instead of running them on
an own computer provides performance related improvements. The cloud-based solution takes
advantage of highly scalable parallel computations and more cost-efficiency in comparison to
supporting own computation infrastructure.

Fig. 1 shows possible decomposition of full verification with Bounded Model Check-
ing (BMC). For each single bound, the NuSMV [7] verifier can generate a separate SAT-
problem [7]. And all these SAT problems can be solved in parallel tasks (on many Amazon
Cloud instances for example).

Figure 1: Dividing the verification problem across multiple instances.

In this work it is assumed that controllers are presented in terms of the function blocks of
IEC 61499 standard that generalizes traditional programming paradigms of industrial automa-
tion for the case of component-based distributed systems. For the function block models, mem-
ory consumption grows linearly for a single bound verification with NuSMV and this behaviour
provides highly predictable resource needs. Reconfigurable clouds such as example Amazon
EC2, enables us to tune cloud resources for specific model and reach high cost-efficiency.

3 Model Reduction with Plant Abstraction

In model-checking one of the most common problems is the state space explosion[8], which is
tackled by various techniques [9]. In this section we present an abstraction technique in order
to reduce the state space of the formal model that we use. This abstraction is built on top the
closed-loop modelling previously proposed in model-checking of function block systems [10].
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3.1 Plant Model abstraction using Net Condition-Event Systems (NCES)

In the closed-loop framework, both controller and plant are modelled with formalism, and then
the combined model is exposed to model-checking. The controller model is automatically
generated from the function block source code, using the function block (FB) operational se-
mantics [11]. Therefore abstractions cannot be applied to the controller’s model without loss
of important execution aspects, hence we abstract on the model of the plant.

The control signals actuating the plant can be both value (level) and event (edge) signals.
The formalism of NCES [12, 13] has sufficient expressiveness to represent them.

In works [10, 14] modelling and verification of closed-loop automation systems using
NCES was described. In work [15] the methods to model Petri net in SMV[16] were pro-
posed. Using first and second methods in combination with event signal transfer rules from FB
operational semantics, hierarchical NCES models can be transformed into SMV.

The NCES model is wrapped into FB SMV module interface and contains input transition-
place pairs (Fig. 2 (a)) which are designed such that all input transitions are fired synchronously.
If an activation event occurs, transition rewrites place marking regard to ‘data input’ value, for
simple plant models with Boolean inputs, considered in this paper, the place becomes marked
if ‘data input’ value is TRUE, otherwise the place becomes unmarked.

Figure 2: (a) Synchronous transition-place pair and (b, c) typical NCES transitions.

Fig. 2(b) shows a typical event activated transition (event consumer). The simple Petri
net transition SMV module[15] can be transformed into NCES transition with event trigger by
adding an event in ‘enable’ rule and simple unconditional event reset statement.

This approach mainly corresponds to events in FB operational semantics. The code snippet
below shows the SMV module with the changes, line 2 shows the enable rule and the ‘next()’
statements show setting/resetting rules.

MODULE pnpVacuumOn(event_in, input, output)
DEFINE enabled := input & event_in ;
ASSIGN
next( input ) := case

enabled : FALSE;
TRUE : input ;

esac ;
(*... Output goes here ... *)

next( event_in ) := FALSE;
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Fig. 2 (c) shows a typical event emitting transition. Event signal transmission is performed
through signal buffers (SMV variables), which are set as ‘true’ when event emitting module
fires and reset as ‘false’ every time an event consumer module runs. The code snippet below
shows the SMV module exemplifies the setting and resetting of event emission.

MODULE pnpVacuumOn(input, output, event_out)
DEFINE enabled := input;
ASSIGN
next( input ) := case

enabled : FALSE;
TRUE : input ;

esac ;
(*... Output goes here ... *)

next( event_out ) := case
enabled : TRUE;
TRUE : event_out ;

esac ;

3.2 Example: a 3 Cylinder Pick-n-Place manipulator
Fig. 3 (a) shows the 3-cylinder Pick-and-Place manipulator case study. It consists of 2 ver-
tical and 1 horizontal cylinders and a suction unit (vacuum). Each cylinder has two sensors
indicating two end positions of the piston. Full model verification with NCES was described
in works [10, 14], in this paper we propose a way to verify full operational semantics-based
controller model [11] with plant abstraction.

Figure 3: 3-cylinder PnP manipulator and its closed-loop model (with NCES plant) schema.

Fig. 3(b) shows the closed-loop model schema with MasterSlave controller[17] and the
NCES plant model. At the initial state, the input ‘INIT’ has value ‘TRUE’, which corresponds
to the occurrence of event ‘INIT’ in the beginning of execution. Event output ‘INITO’ is
connected to input ‘REQ’. This connection provides an entry point for system’s main execution
path, which may be described as a cycle of the occurrence of events

REQ− > CNF− > CYLIND− > CHG− > REQ− > . . .
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Also, input pp1 is ‘true’ and pp2 and pp3 are ‘false’ (workpiece is present in place 1 and
places 2 and 3 are empty) for model testing. But in real systems checking these variables can
be left “free” to verify all possible system states, or they can be connected to environment
emulation module.

The simplest abstract model of the cylinder consists of only two states: ‘home’ and ‘end’
and two transition between these states. Transition emits event ‘CHG’ when it fires. Vacuum
model contains only two states as well.

Fig. 4(a) shows simple NCES models for vacuum and cylinder modules. The vacuum
module has two inputs ‘vacuum_on’ and ‘vacuum_off’ and two outputs: ‘vacState’ and event
‘CHG’. Two places ‘On’ and ‘Off’ represent simple vacuum states and transitions between this
states emit event ‘CHG’ when fire. Cylinder model has two inputs and two states as well, but
transitions with inhibitor arcs provide operation regard to rules:

ToHome.enabled = f wd & (bwd);

ToEnd.enabled = ( f wd) & bwd;

Fig. 4(b) shows the plant model with synchronous transitions inside the FB interface (wrap-
per). Inputs of NCES cylinders and vacuum are connected to synchronous transition-place
pairs and outputs are merged with wrapper’s outputs (in this case, event signal buffers reset is
managed by wrapper and “outer” SMV module regard to FB operational semantics).

Figure 4: (a) Vacuum and cylinder NCES-models and (b) Plant model with FB wrapper.
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4 Synchronous Function Block SMV models

4.1 SMV Processes

Most of SMV language implementations support asynchronous module instances, implemented
with keyword ‘process’ [16]. Usage of asynchronous processes provides simple representation
or concurrent tasks but analysis of all possible execution orders together with increasing num-
ber of processes causes exponential state space growth (so-called state space combinatorial
explosion). This problem affects resource consumption, for example memory and verification
time.

FB application SMV model, based on FB operational semantics, proposed in work [11]
uses FB instance mapping to asynchronous SMV processes. This approach provides intuitively
clear FB types and instances mapping and allows avoiding the problem with access of multiple
modules to one signal buffer. It is also the simplest way to model asynchronous execution
discipline in SMV. Fig. 5 shows access of two modules to event signal buffer. Value ‘TRUE’
of the buffer SMV variable means the event occurred and has not been read yet. So one module
“puts” an event to the buffer (set TRUE value to the buffer SMV variable) and another module
receives event (reads the variable) and resets SMV variable value to FALSE.

Figure 5: Access to shared signal buffer.

4.2 Synchronous Module Instances with External Buffer Controller

The approach to solve the multiple access problems with synchronous modules is based on
external buffer controller, which contains all assignments of the shared buffer.

Fig. 6(a) shows the controller that uses module selector variable to select one of many
assignment rules, collected from accessing modules.

4.3 Synchronous FB Modules with Buffer Controller in SMV

In the function block SMV model, the execution order is fully determined by dispatchers.
The problem of concurrent access to SMV variable occurs in event signal buffers, which are
accessible from composite FB and its components. In this case, the schema shown in Fig. 6(a)
can be modified and external buffer controller can be placed in a composite FB as it is shown
in Fig. 6(b).
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Figure 6: (a) External buffer controller and (b) Buffer controller in composite FB.

A composite FB model contains buffer SMV variables and it should contain buffer con-
trollers. Composite FB SMV module and each asynchronous component instance contain own
‘next’ expressions to change shared event signal buffers (setting of output and resetting of in-
put events). For synchronous modules this expressions from all component instances can be
merged in composite FB and placed either in separated buffer controller modules, or in com-
posite FB module definition.

signal_reset_rule and signal_set_rule in component FBs are declared with DEFINE state-
ments. Alpha and beta rules should be defined in components and their ‘next’ statements should
be merged into composite FB dispatcher.

For component event inputs.

next( event_signal ):= case
signal_set_rule : TRUE;

component. signal_reset_rule : FALSE;
TRUE : event_signal ;

esac ;

For component event outputs.

next( event_signal ):= case
component. signal_set_rule : TRUE;
module_is_active : FALSE; −− unconditional reset
TRUE : event_signal ;

esac ;

5 Results
Table 1 shows comparison of RAM usage and verification time for full PnP model and reduced
with the first approach (described in section 3). Table 2 shows comparison of RAM usage
and verification time for bounded model checking with single bounds for PnP model with
asynchronous modules and synchronous ones.

6 Conclusion
Proposed modification of function blocks SMV models with synchronous modules allows for
reduction of BMC verification time to reasonable limits. And the abstraction technique, using
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Table 1: Model checking in Cadence SMV
Model Time RAM

Full PnP model — >2GB a

Reduced PnP model 294 s 1082 MB

aOn Win32 Cadence SMV running under Windows 7 x64, reaching of 2GB memory limit cause program
failure, on Windows x32 versions, verification process stuck for hours without any results.

Table 2: Bounded model checking with the second approach

Single bound value PnP model with async. instances PnP model with sync. instances
Time RAM Time RAM

20 42.93 s 2134 MB 20.37 s 1875 MB
50 > 12 hours ∼7 GB 58.15 s 4721 MB
70 > 12 hours ∼11 GB 73.18 s 5689 MB

NCES to represent plant model, allows us to reduce model complexity when it necessary to
keep within memory limits. Both, these techniques allow us to apply model-checking for
verification of IEC 61499 closed-loop systems, and make this approach cost-efficient with
cloud technologies.
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Formal verification of protection functions for power
distribution networks

Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Chen-Wei Yang, Gulnara Zhabelova and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

This paper presents initial results on formal verification of protection functions in a smart
power distribution grid. Informal properties of the smart grid were formalized in the language
of LTL and formal verification is performed using NuSMV model checker on the closed-loop
plant-control model which consists of IEC 61499-based control logic and an abstract plant
model of distribution grid with fault scenario. The paper presents the results of verification of
dependability, liveliness, safety and security properties. The results show the effectiveness of
the closed-loop formal verification methodology.

1 Introduction

The Smart Grid is envisioned to be the future power distribution network with the promise of
self-healing [1], self-reconfiguration [2] and a real-time demand response [3]. This is facil-
itated by the mass integration of Distributed Renewable Energy Resources (DRER) and the
incorporation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure which has
profound effects on both the physical and the cyber infrastructure of the Smart Grid. From
the perspective of the physical infrastructure, the architecture of the distribution grid is trend-
ing towards a dispersed and distributed infrastructure as opposed to the traditional centralized
uni-directional energy distribution system [4]. This impacts on the cyber system as centralized
Protection and Control (PAC) systems would struggle to cope with the complexity and compu-
tation introduced by the Smart Grid. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce distributed control
systems to tackle the challenges that are introduced by the Smart Grid.

Substations are a core component of the power distribution network and the role of the sub-
stations are to step-up or the step-down the voltage during the transmission and the distribution
phase of the energy delivery network. Substations are typically monitored by Substation Au-
tomation Systems (SAS) which is also expected to protect the substation against unexpected
failures. Currently, SAS systems are based on centralized strategies due to the presence of
the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system and the vendor-driven nature
of SAS systems. Essentially, PAC systems are typically self-contained functions that are im-
plemented in Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) and these functions require very little cross
IED communication. Traditional approach of device-based testing is adequate in validating
and verifying the correctness of the SAS system but with the advent of the Smart Grid and the
need for distributed based control strategies, existing testing methods may not be adequate.

73
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As mentioned previously, the Smart Grid promises advanced PAC strategies such as self-
healing, self-reconfiguration and real-time demand response. A brief survey of the research
domain reveals that the research direction of addressing the research challenges introduced
by these functions are based on distributed approaches and a prime example is Multi-Agent
Systems (MAS) [5, 6, 7]. MAS systems comprise of modular cyber components called agents
and the agents work collectively to achieve a single goal. This means that there is now increased
interactions between the cyber components and PAC functions are no longer self-contained in
single IEDs. Therefore, it is not enough to just test IED devices individually and there is now
a need for new validation and verification techniques that can check for the correctness of
distributed SAS system.

In this paper, we address the problem of formal verification for most critical protection
functions for such a new class of power distribution systems using model checking techniques.
As it is known, model checking often struggles from a state space explosion, especially when
addressing large-scale systems. In this work, we use closed-loop modelling together with a
specific model abstraction approach to address the state space explosion problem.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work in the
field, section 3 describes a case study of a smart grid segment with fault location, isolation
and service restoration function to be verified. Section 4 gives details on formal modelling of
the presented case study. Section 5 describes formal properties to be verified and the formal
verification results. And finally, in the section 6 we conclude and gives an overview of the
planned future work.

2 Related work
There has been tremendous growth in the area of industrial automation systems due to end-
user needs such as mass customization. To keep up with the growth, the research commu-
nity has been participating in research efforts to understand and develop large-scale systems.
Component-based engineering methods have proven to be a very effective methodology to
develop these large-scale systems. In the case study presented in this paper, we use IEC
61499 [8, 9] paradigm for component-based design using design patterns [10]. The struc-
tural complexity of these large-scale systems can be reduced and at the same time reusability
can be increased by using component-based engineering methods by using effective refactoring
methods [11]. Verification and validation (V&V) of such systems is thus becoming even more
challenging due to ever-increasing scale of complexity of such systems. There are two main
challenges for V&V of such systems.

1. Heterogeneity: modelling of such systems is specifically challenging due to the hetero-
geneous nature of the systems. Mechanical, electrical and software components of the
system need to be modelled in a common framework in order to analyse the system.

2. Dimension: verifying system properties/specifications is still a challenge due to well-
known state space explosion problems. The contribution in this paper deals with ad-
dressing this challenge.
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2.1 Closed-loop modelling
It is often seen that in some verification frameworks e.g. [12, 13] the controller is verified as
a standalone component, even though such verification has limited capabilities, e.g. it cannot
verify liveliness properties of the system. Modelling a distributed system as a closed-loop
model that also incorporates a model of the plant can achieve a lot more powerful verification
framework because it is the manufacturing plant that specifies the safety constraints and the
desired production processes [14, 15, 16].

Closed-loop modelling allows for thorough verification of the control logic and reduces the
complexity of model checking as compared to only controller verification under an arbitrary
inputs assumption. In this paper, SMV language is used. The full state space in tools like
NuSMV is directly proportional to the number of variables in the system. In fact, it is equal to
all possible combinations values of all the variables (it is a cross product). For example, if there
are three variables a, b, c with range of values 1 . . . 10 for variables a and b, and 1 . . . 100 for
variable c, then the total number of states = 10 x 10 x 100 = 10000 states. However, the number
of reachable states is usually much smaller than the total number of states. When we add the
model of the plant, we are adding more variables, so state space does increase. However, the
number of reachable states reduces, and it reduces drastically. Table 1 shows the reduction in
the number of reachable states for the case study used in this paper.

Table 1: Total and reachable states for case study in section 3.
Type of modeling Total States Reachable States

Plant and Controller in Closed loop 2117 states 28 states
Just the Controller 294 states 277 states

2.2 Formal verification
Formal verification is an act of proving or disproving of correctness of a system with respect
to a certain property.
Model checking is the most widely used technique manifested itself through several decades
and thousands of projects. First introduced in 1980s by Clarke and Emerson[17], it has under-
gone many changes and improvements to be known as one of the most efficient formal veri-
fication techniques with respect to readiness for industrial applications. Different techniques
were proposed from BDD-based symbolic model checking to bounded model checking using
SAT-solvers [18] and hybrid model checking [19].

There are other known works addressing formal verification of a similar case study. For
example, the paper [20] shows a technique for formal verification of smart grid protection
function using UPPAAL. However, the used timed automata abstraction did not include a full
control program and only a few basic properties were verified.

Work [21] presents a formal software engineering framework using FOCUS [22], a system
engineering method featuring formal specification of structure and behaviour as well as step-
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wise decomposition and refinement. This work uses a smart grid example use case to demon-
strate the methodology and mainly addresses the challenge 1 presented above. Work [23]
presents a Petri nets based approach for modelling Cyber-Physical attacks on smart grid. The
main idea presented in the paper is a hierarchical composition of many small Petri nets facili-
tated by a model description language that is proposed in the paper. This work also addresses
the challenge 1 presented above. Simulation is the most widely used V&V method and work
[24] presents a good overview of simulation methods used in the smart grid domain.

In the work [25], initial results of using SMV for the purpose of model checking of smart
grid was presented. The work did not use closed-loop modelling due to plant modelling over-
heads. Plant modelling overheads were addressed in Work [26], where we proposed a technique
for smart grid protection function formal verification using NuSMV model checker with the
model, automatically generated from the control software. The paper defines a plant abstrac-
tion methodology which allows building a closed-loop model in order to address the state space
explosion problem and also defines important properties to be verified. Current paper can be
considered as an extension to these works and fills some gaps that were crucial to finalizing
formal verification of the given case study.

3 Case study: FLISR
FLISR stands for "Fault Location, Isolation, and Service Restoration" - a circuit reconfigura-
tion scheme designed to improve distribution grid reliability and considered to be a key building
block for smart power distribution grids [27].
Masselot et. al.[26] show the case study of the power distribution grid with three feeders (Fig.
1). Each feeder gets power from a substation current transformer (CT), has a circuit breaker
(CB) for protection of substations and two switches dividing it into three main parts. Two
additional (horizontal) sections connect the feeders when the backup supply is needed. The
switches S11, S12, S21, S22, S31, S32 are normally closed and SF1 and SF2 are normally
opened, making three separate feeder linen in the normal operation mode. The case study sim-
ulates phase to ground fault, imitating a tree falling on the power distribution lines (location is
shown by the small red diamond in Fig. 1).

Control of the circuit breaker and switches are implemented using IEC 61499 control. Fig.
2 shows a simple controller, developed as a basic function block and designed to handle a
single fault on the Feeder 1.

4 SMV model
Controller model is converted from IEC 61499 to SMV code by the fb2smv tool [28]. The
model conversion technique is described in the works [29, 30, 31]. An important detail to be
mentioned here is that the controller model is generated using the cyclic execution assump-
tion. Which means that every function block has additional α and β signal, connected to the
Dispatcher controlling function blocks execution in a cycle. when the function block receives
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Figure 1: Case study distribution network with fault location [26].

Figure 2: Simple controller.

signal α from the dispatcher, it starts the execution process and when it is finished, the function
block issues signal β to notify the Dispatcher. This feature, namely α and β despatching signals
are used later in section 5 for verification of timeliness property(3) since we do not add a notion
of time to SMV models in this work.
The plant model was manually coded in SMV, based on TCTR and feeder abstractions.

4.1 Feeder abstraction
The initial model can be defined as a tuple of function blocks FBs in the following way.

FBs = {TCTRs, S W s,CBs, S Ms, Fs}

where,

• TCTRs is a set of current transformers in the system (1. . . ..n) and its domain is {0, 1, 2,
3} (described later). n is a number of transformers in the distribution network.
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• SW s is a set of switches in the system (1. . . k) and its domain is {true, false}. k is a number
of switches in the distribution network.

• CBs is a set of circuit breakers in the system (1. . . l) and its domain {true, false}. l is a
number of circuit breakers in the system.

• SMs is the single simulation manager (defined below);

• Fs is a set of possible fault locations of a given system.

Further, S Ms is defined as a set of vectors.

S Ms ⊆ TCTRs × S W s ×CBs

In the case study, there are 3 circuit breakers, hence CBs= (CB1,CB2,CB3). The system
has 9 current transformers and 8 switches. State space vector for the given distribution network
is presented below.

S = [CB2, S 21, S 22, CB1, S 11, S 12,CB3, S 31, S 32, S F1,

S F2,TCTR21, TCTR22, TCTR23, TCTR11,

TCTR12,TCTR13,TCTR31, TCTR32, TCTR33 ]

These vectors are fixed for a given system topology and represent the state of the system at
any given time. Therefore, S Ms always outputs one of these vectors representing the current
state at a given point and the length of the vector is always equal to the sum of members of
TCTRs, S s and CBs. Hence for any given fault of a system, there exists S S s (safe state of the
system) which is a subset of S Ms and US s (unsafe state of the system) which is a subset of
S Ms.

S Ms = S S s ∪ US s

Figure 3: Feeder1 state space [26].
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The feeder behaviour is determined by its state space where each of the above described
vectors can be directly mapped to a corresponding state. Fig. 3 shows the state space for one
given fault location, represented as a hierarchical state machine. The initial state indicated as 1
represent a normal grid function without any faults. When the fault is introduced to the grid, the
state changes to 2 and to the other states when the corresponding switcher or circuit breakers
are opened. From each of the states 3-9, tie switches SF1 and SF2 can be opened in any order,
therefore, each of these states has an additional nested state machine (fig. 3 (b)). Paper [26]
presents complete details of the above plant abstraction approach.

In the SMV model, we represent tie switches as separate modules and then instantiate them
in the feeder abstraction module. Fig. 4 shows the listing of InnerSMV module representing a
tie switch. For the feeder state 3, it is instantiated as VAR innerSM3 : InnerSM (state=3, SF1,
SF2); passing a current state condition as an input variable active.

MODULE InnerSM (active, SF1, SF2)
VAR state: 0..4;
ASSIGN
init ( state ) :=1;
next( state ):=case

state =1 & active & SF1 : 2;
state =1 & active & SF2 : 3;
state =2 & active & SF2 : 4;
state =3 & active & SF1: 4;
TRUE: state;

esac ;

Figure 4: Tie switch SMV module - InnerSM

4.2 TCTR and switches

The FLISR model semantically contains two types of switching elements: circuit breakers
and regular switches. Circuit breakers are always initially closed and open by a signal from a
controller. Switches can be either initially open of initially closed depending on the implied
function.
The circuit breakers and initially closed switches in the IEC 61499 model (developed for test-
ing and simulation purposes) are set to their position during the initialization procedure by the
event signal issued by the feeder abstraction function block. However, the one-to-one mapping
of such solution to the SMV model would result into unnecessary complexity. That is why
in the SMV model, we use just one input variable Init_Closed to the switch module, which
indicates that the switch (or circuit breaker) should be initially closed (otherwise, opened).

In the SMV model, a switch is represented by a simple state machine abstraction as shown
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in fig. 5 and listing in fig. 6 shows the SMV code for the switch module.

Figure 5: Switch abstract model

MODULE switch(OPEN, CLOSE, Init_Closed)
VAR State: {opened, closed };
ASSIGN
init ( State ):=case

Init_Closed : closed ;
TRUE: opened;

esac ;
next( State ):=case

OPEN : opened;
CLOSE : closed;
TRUE: State;

esac ;
DEFINE Closed:= State=closed;

Figure 6: palletAvailable response payload

The TCTR abstraction maps the TCTR state and output current to the input powerState
from the feeder abstraction automata. The Table 2 below shows the mapping.

Table 2: TCTR states
powerState TCTR state current

0 normal normal current
1 noPower 0
2 zeroOutput 0
3 increaseOutput over current
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For the finite-domain model the current range is 0..4: 0 - no current, 1 - normal, 2 - current
limit, 3 - over current, 4 - over current max.
The variable test_Fault is set to true after the system initialization cycle and indicates the fault
in the system.

5 Formal verification
The work [26] suggests to verify only safety property of the system, however, it gives an infor-
mal definition of three other important properties. Dependability - certainty that a protection
system will operate when it supposed to.
Security - the certainty that a protection system will not operate when it is not supposed to.
Timeliness - faults must be isolated as fast as possible.
In this paper, we use linear temporal logic (LTL) to formalize these properties over the created
model as it is shown below.

G(test_Fault → F(¬ICB1.Closed

∧¬IS 11.Closed))
(1)

G(¬ICB1.Closed → F(¬IS 11.Closed)) (2)

G(test_Fault → ((¬Controller_betaU¬ICB1.Closed)

∨(¬(¬Controller_betaU¬ICB1.Closed)

UController_beta)))

(3)

G((Controller.Qsmv = S T ART∧

XController.Qsmv = REQ)

→ TCTR11.current > 2)

(4)

The LTL properties on the given model can be explained as follows.

1. Globally (always) the fault will be isolated (dependability).

2. Globally (always) if circuit breaker was tripped, the s11 will isolate the fault location
(dependability)

3. Globally (always) circuit breaker is activated in the same or next PLC cycle. (Timeliness)

4. Globally (always) if protection function is activated, there is a fault (Security).

Controller.Qsmv here is ECC state variable of the controller, and transition between START
and REQ states means activation of the FLISR function.
The model with given abstraction of only one fault scenario is simple enough to apply classical
symbolic model checking. The verification of one property takes a few seconds on a laptop
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with Core I7 processor.
The closed-loop model has only 57 reachable states out of nearly 1.2 × 1031 total states.
The formula (5) below shows immediate response property. Which is impossible to satisfy
taking the controller model semantics into account.

G(ICB1.ClosedUTCTR11.current > 2) (5)

The safety property is defined as "no unsafe feeder state can be ever reached". The unsafe
states are defined by a certain sequence of switches and circuit breakers operation when the
fault can be propagated through adjacent feeders. For the given case study, the unsafe feeder
states are 4, 5 and 7 [26], which is reflected in the LTL property 6

G(¬F( f eeder.state = 4) ∧ ¬F( f eeder.state = 5)∧

¬F( f eeder.state = 7))
(6)

The given LTL properties are sufficient only for a closed-loop model that always gives a
lasso-shaped path. For open-loop verification, we need to represent those properties in CTL
and filter only sufficient paths / avoid deadlocks which can not occur in the real system.

5.1 Formal verification result and interpretation
Table 3 below shows model checking results for the given properties (1-6).

Table 3: The results of case study formal verification
Property number Result
1 (Dependability) true
2 (Dependability) true
3 (Timeliness) true
4 (Security) true
5 (Immediate response) false
6 (Safety) true

The dependability, timeliness and security properties (1-4) are true, which means that the
system operates correctly. The immediate response property (5) is false because of the con-
troller model operation taking more than one step of SMV model. However, such simple
control operations take very short time to execute and usually fit into one PLC IO scan cycle
(which is usually in the range of 1 to 10 milliseconds for the IEC 61499-enabled PLC imple-
mentations known to the authors). The safety property (6) is also true which means that unsafe
feeder state cannot be reached and the FLISR protection function logic operates correctly.
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6 Conclusion
In this work, the initial results of formal verification for smart power distribution grid protection
functions were presented. The properties, defined previously only in an informal manner, were
formalized and verified on a model with grid fragment and a simple smart controller. In this
paper we were limited to only a single fault at a given location, however, in the future work,
we plan to address the problem of generating models for multiple fault locations. Another
direction of this work will be to address the notion of time in our models to observe current
change in TCTR over time and check the consistency of the protection system’s response time.
Also, the model complexity will be taken into account when dealing with several fault locations
and larger grid segments.
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Formal Verification of Cyber-Physical Automation Systems
Modelled with Timed Block Diagrams

Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin, Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

In this paper a new modelling approach is presented to be used for formal-verification of block-
diagram executable specifications of distributed industrial cyber-physical systems following
the IEC 61499 standard. The approach allows usage of timers and arithmetic operations in the
controller code. SMV model-checker is used as the target tool. The function block modelswith
multiple communicating plant-controller closed-loops are transformed to the SMV modelling
language using a dedicated model-generator tool. The paper first deals with SMV modelling
of the IEC 61499 specific timer function block types. In particular, modelling of hierarchical
function block systems with timers located at different levels of hierarchy is addressed. The pa-
per then presents plant abstraction techniques so that the complexity of cyber-physical systems
models is reduced. The abstraction uses discrete-timed state machine model implemented in
UPPAAL. Delays in the plant model are interpreted as model time constraints. The approach is
illustrated with an example of formal verification of a modular mechatronic automated system.
The achieved results extend the abilities in validation of real cyber-physical automation sys-
tems. The paper also demonstrates how this result helps in counterexample guided simulation
in Ciros 3D simulation environment, which improves practical usability of formal verification.

1 Introduction

Modelling of cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1] with block diagram languages is becoming a
mainstream trend. A well-known academic example of such heterogeneous modelling envi-
ronment is Ptolemy II [2] developed at Berkeley. Industrial automation has been one of the
sources for challenges in CPS design and analysis. The function block architecture of the IEC
61499 standard [3] is based on the same concepts of event-driven block diagrams as Ptolemy
II and is used for modelling and implementation of distributed automation systems in various
branches of industry. The executable component architecture of IEC 61499 allows modelling
CPS composed of physical processes (a.k.a. plant) combined with control and communication.
The model can be used for validation of system-level properties before deployment. The most
common validation method is simulation, but it has well-known limitations in the discovery
of possible faults. Model-checking [4] presents a complementary method of exhaustive test-
ing, however it is also limited by possible complexity explosion when the original system uses
rich data-types and computations. In the past 15 years of research certain progress [5] was
achieved in formal modelling of the IEC 61499 architecture, limited by support of very simple
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data types, non-timed semantics and small scale systems. In the meantime the power of model-
checking tools and sophistication of supported model-checking techniques has substantially
improved and new opportunities emerge.

With increasing complexity of software development , visual languages have become more
and more popular [6]. In the applied computer programming, for example, UML graphical
notation is a de-facto standard for representing program architecture, use cases, etc. In indus-
trial automation, the IEC 61131-3 standard defines Function Blocks Diagrams (FBD), Ladder
Diagrams (LD), and Sequential Function Charts (SFC) as graphical languages for high-level
control software definition. The new standard IEC 61499 defines function block diagram lan-
guage as a basis one.

This paper addresses modelling of more realistic cyber-physical systems, whose cyber part
is represented in IEC61499 and is hierarchical, includes timers and arithmetic operations in
algorithms. Interface to the physical part is modelled using the IEC 61499 function block
notation, while the internals of function blocks are implemented in timed state machines in
UPPAAL (to simplify the semantics of the plant model). Time delays are allowed in the plant
model as well.

2 Related work

2.1 Function Blocks
In IEC 61499, the basic design construct is called function block (FB). Each FB consists of
a graphical event-data interface and a set of executable functional specifications (algorithms),
represented as a state machine (in basic FB), or as a network of other FB instances (composite
FB), or as a set of services (service interface FB). FBs can be interconnected into a network
using event and data connections to specify the entire control application. Execution of an
individual FB in the network is triggered by the events it receives. This well-defined event-data
interface and the encapsulation of local data and control algorithms make each FB a reusable
functional unit of software.

The IEC 61499 focuses specifically on the development of distributed automation systems.
It promotes such features as modularity, reusability, flexibility, extendibility, interoperability,
portability and re-configurability. The standard is enabler of open, hardware-independent soft-
ware development frameworks for distributed automation systems [7], in particular capable of
system-level simulation and verification of distributed control software. In order to achieve
design simplicity, a number of research and pilot industrial practices have elaborated on in-
corporating the IEC 61499 distributed architecture into CPS designs such as baggage handling
systems [8, 9], smart grids [10] and material handling [11].

2.2 Formal modelling and verification
Formal modelling and verification of industrial automation software is in the research focus
for more than two decades [5, 12]. In particular, block-diagram CPS models have been for-
mally modelled by Bae, K. et al. [13], and IEC 61499 has been modelled using various for-
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malisms [14]. In [15] a new modelling approach was proposed based on abstract state machines
(ASM) that allowed application of the most developed SMV model checker. The latter enables
modelling and verification of more complex CPS specifications with arithmetic computations.
However, that approach did not support modelling of complex hierarchical systems because
it was not supported by tools, and did not support timers, which is a great limitation. The
most notable works on modelling timed systems in SMV are as follows. Paper [16] proposed a
way to verify timed asynchronous hardware systems using SMV model checker and converting
VHDL description to SMV model code. The authors of the paper assume that every action in
the modelled system takes at least one time unit. This approach may fit well to modelling of
hardware, where operations have similar time scale, but not appropriate for CPS modelling,
where time scales of plant and controller may be substantially different. Therefore, in this
paper, most of operations in the controller are modelled as non-timed actions (performed in-
finitely fast) along with some explicitly defined timed actions.

Modelling of timers in industrial automation software written in Instruction List language
is considered in [17]. Two different modelling methods using timed automata are presented,
but no actual example of model-checking is given to illustrate the feasibility of the approach.
Paper [18] proposes a methodology to model, verify, and generate standard PLC code using
Timed-MPSG (an extended version of finite state automata). The textual structure of Timed-
MPSG translated into input code for model checker (SMV) - for the purpose of formal verifi-
cation. Authors in [19] describes an approach for formal verification of IEC 61131-3 Ladder
Diagram (LD) programs with Time ON Delay (TON) function blocks using timed automata
and SMV model checker. But the approach is applied to flat LD programs and when program
contains more than one TON, they are evaluated sequentially (possibility of several running
timers and hierarchical programs is not considered).

In [20] a verification method for IEC 61131-3 timed function blocks using SMV is de-
scribed, but no actual example of SMV modelling was shown. Work [21] presents a tool
(called RT-MEC) for verification via model checking and equivalence checking of real time
systems based on partial order reduction and on-the-fly technique. It is appropriate for systems
that can be modelled as Petri nets with real (dense) time.

In previous work [22] we proposed an approach to address state space explosion problem
by using closed-loop models with plant abstraction, refactoring SMV models and using cloud
resources.

3 Time delays in IEC 61499 FB applications
Usage of time delays (based on hardware or software timers) in control logic to wait until phys-
ical process is finished is a common technique. Timers have also been used for synchronizing
IEC 61499 applications [23]. In IEC 61499 standard access to runtime timers is implemented
by special FB types: E_DELAY and E_CYCLE (Fig. 1).

E_DELAY block provides a “single run” timer which fires an output event once when
time delay, set by DT input, has expired after START event was triggered. E_CYCLE block,
however, after START has been triggered, issues output events continuously at the end of
every DT interval until STOP event is triggered (received). E_CYCLE block can be easily
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Figure 1: IEC 61499 timer FB types.

represented by just E_DELAY block with EO connected to START. Hence the contribution in
this paper only deals with the E_DELAY block.

Fig. 2 shows an example of E_DELAY FB usage. The DrillBlocking basic function block
(Fig. 2(a)) has event output Delay and event input Timeout connected to E_DELAY FB. Fig.
2(b) shows the Execution Control Chart (ECC) of the DrillBlocking block. When control in the
DrillBlocking ECC enters DoDrilling state, it triggers Delay output event, drilling is performed
for 2000ms, and when E_DELAY block triggers output event EO, DrillBlocking ECC enters
RaiseDrill state resulting in drilling being stopped and also starts raising the drill up.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2: E_DELAY usage example.

3.1 E_DELAY function block formal model
The E_DELAY function block model including both syntactic and semantic parts can be de-
scribed as follows: E_DELAY_Type = (S T ART, S TOP, EO,DT,D, α, β), where S T ART ,S TOP
are event input variables (EI-variables) of Boolean type to start and stop the timer, correspond-
ingly; EO is an event output variable of Boolean type emitted when timeout is expired; DT
is an input variable (of integer type) containing an initial value of time delay; D is an inter-
nal variable representing the current state and value (timestamp) of the timer. Value D = −1
means the timer is off; D > 0 means the timer is working and value D itself represents the time
remaining before timeout occurs; D = 0 means the timer is on but timeout just expired and EO
event should be (and will be) triggered; α is a flag indicating the start of the module execution
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(setting by a dispatcher implementing an FB execution model); β is a flag indicating the end of
the module execution (used by the dispatcher).

The rule-based semantics of E_DELAY FB is defined as follows. Here a more conventional
notation is used than mathematical notation in [20]. For example, the name of a variable will
be implicitly associated with its value. The timer works according to the following rules (the
rules are listed in descending order of priority):

pD,1
s : (α ∧ D = 0)→ (EO = true ∧ D = −1);

pD,2
s : (α ∧ S TOP)→ D = −1;

pD,3
s : (α ∧ S T ART )→ D = DT ;

The handling of timestamps is performed by a system of time schedulers organized ac-
cording to FB system hierarchy. Fig. 3 (a) shows an example of a hierarchical structure of
time schedulers. Each model of a FB system (i.e. that corresponds to composite FB or sub-
application), which contains E_DELAY FB directly or inside any of the descendant FB at the
lower levels is complemented by its own time scheduler model. The main functions of the
time scheduler are to compute and to pass to the above level the minimum of timestamps of
own lower level – Dmin (for facilitation of computing the global minimum timestamp - DGmin)
as well as propagate down through the entire tree the calculated global minimum timestamp
DGmin to low-level time schedulers and decrease timestamps of all E_DELAY FBs (so-called
“time shift”).

The time scheduler model of kth composite FB is defined as follows: TimeS chedulerk =

({Di},Dk,DGmin, βk, γ), where {Di} is a set of timestamps of local E_DELAY FBs and/or lower-
level time schedulers; βk is a flag indicating the end of the corresponding composite FB execu-
tion; Dk is a minimal timestamp of the kth time scheduler (generic name is Dmin in Fig. 3 (a)),
Dk = MIN({Di ≥ 0}). It holds Dk = ∞ if there is no Di ≥ 0; DGmin is a global minimal
timestamp (from the top level). If kth composite FB is the top-level one then DGmin = Dk;
γ = (Eo ∧ ϕ) is a condition showing that the execution is finished and no more events exist
to process (time moment deadlock),where Eo indicates there is no unprocessed output event
signals on controller’s model outputs and ϕ is a flag meaning no more events exist in whole
hierarchy to be processed (time moment deadlock). Let FBi be ith composite FB in a set of
all composite FBs of the system, Ei is a flag showing there is at least one input event on ith

composite FB inputs, then ϕ = ∧i(Ei).
The semantics of the time scheduler is defined by the following “time shift” rule which

decrement positive timestamps for the local E_DELAY FBs belonging to the corresponding
composite FB:

(β ∧ γ ∧ (D j > 0))→ (D j = D j − DGmin)

3.2 Modelling E_DELAY function blocks and time schedulers in SMV
For compatibility with the principle of synchronous FB models in SMV, internal delay times-
tamp D is split to a set {Di,Do} to avoid double assignment of SMV variable D from E_DELAY
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Hierarchical structure of time schedulers (a) and E_DELAY block with time scheduler con-
nection (b).

module instance and time scheduler. So the actual rules for D are shown below.

(β ∧ γ ∧ Do > 0)→ (Di = Do − DGmin); (updated by time scheduler)

next(Do) =


−1 i f (α ∧ Di = 0)
DT i f (α ∧ S T ART )
−1 i f (α ∧ S TOP)
Di i f (Di ≥ 0)

(updated by E_DELAY module)

The variable Do is updated by E_DELAY block SMV module and Di variable is updated
by time scheduler (Di = Do − DGmin or Di = Do). Fig. 3 (b)shows pseudo-interface of this
block with split timestamp variables connected to time scheduler. Variable Do is initialized
with value −1.

The listing below shows E_DELAY SMV module. E_DELAY module is a function block
type and has alpha and beta dispatcher signals to provide compatibility with operational semantics-
based function block SMV model.

MODULE E_DELAY(event_START, event_STOP, event_EO, Dt_, Di_, Do_, alpha, beta)
ASSIGN
next(Do_):= case

alpha&event_START : Dt_;
alpha&event_STOP : −1;
alpha& Di_=0 : −1;
Di_ >= 0 : Di_;
TRUE : Do_;

esac ;
DEFINE alpha_reset:=(alpha) ;
DEFINE beta_set:=(alpha);
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DEFINE event_START_reset:=(alpha);
DEFINE event_STOP_reset:=(alpha & (event_START));
DEFINE event_EO_set:= (alpha & Di_=0);
FAIRNESS (alpha)
FAIRNESS (beta)

Time scheduler is built from a template for a certain number of connected time delay blocks.
The pseudocode definition below shows template of Time Scheduler for k connected delay
blocks and lower-level time schedulers.

module TimeScheduler (D1,D2, ...,Dk ,Dmin,DGmin, beta, gamma)
if beta & gamma then
begin

V1 = V2 = ... = Vk = MAX_POSSIBLE_DELAY; −− temporary variables
if D1 , −1 then V1 := D1; −− take into account only positive values
if D2 , −1 then V2 := D2;
...
if Dk , −1 then Vk := Dk;
Dmin := min(V1,V2, ...,Vk); −− compute the minimum
if D1 , −1 then D1 := D1 − DGmin;
if D2 , −1 then D2 := D2 − DGmin;
...
if Dk , −1 then Dk := Dk − DGmin;

end;

D1,D2, . . . ,Dk are timestamps of connected E_DELAY blocks or sub-branch minimal times-
tamps from lower-level time schedulers. gamma is γ signal as described above. All time sched-
ulers use one “top level” inductive gamma condition. It means time schedulers start operating
when the entire model is in “time moment deadlock”. Dmin is a sub-branch minimal timestamp,
and DGmin is a global minimal timestamp calculated in the top-level time scheduler. Tempo-
rary variables Vi are initialized with MAX_POSSIBLE_DELAY value to make sure they are
not taken in account in minimal value calculation when not assigned to positive timestamps.

4 Plant abstraction with discrete timed models and its trans-
formation to SMV

In the closed-loop CPS modelling framework, both controller and plant are formally modelled,
and then the combined model is exposed to model-checking. The controller model is automati-
cally generated from the function block source code, using the function block (FB) operational
semantics [15]. Therefore abstractions cannot be applied to the controller’s model without loss
of important execution aspects, hence abstraction of the model of the plant is build using timed
automata conception [24] implemented, for example, in UPPAAL model checker.

Time is an important property of many mechatronic components and when applying for-
mal verification of complex mechatronic systems for the purpose of faults detection on early
development stages, it is very important to consider time delays.
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4.1 Time in SMV models.

One of the ways to model time is to make a global timer counting by minimum possible
(atomic) time (incrementing time variable by 1) and fire a transition when global time reaches
the required value. But instantiating such timer in SMV model means that every atomic time
step would make a new model state. Assuming that not every action in the model consumes
time, non-timed actions will “execute” between time steps and produce numerous states in-
serted between timed states. For example, if the model has time delays of 5, 10 and 21 ms
(triggered on at time 0 and switching of when expired) and time step is one millisecond, sim-
ple counter approach produces 21 timed states (with non-timed sequences between them). But
for analysis only three states (with time 5, 10 and 21) are interesting.

Another approach is to use timestamp variables for each time delay and decrement them
for minimal existing timestamp value, making a jump to the closest significant state.

Fig. 4 shows a timed automata model (drawn in UPPAAL) of the vertical cylinder with two
actuators (processing station drill moving cylinder). The Cylinder model has three discrete
positions: Top, Middle and Bottom. Movement time delay is 500 time units. The cylinder has
two actuator input signals: Extend and Retract.

Figure 4: Timed automata model of the vertical cylinder with two actuators.

To assemble a single closed-loop SMV model, the same concept for time delays as in
E_DELAY function blocks is used for delays in plant model. The clock variable D is split
as described before, but the difference from E_DELAY FB is that timestamp in timed plant
module is reset to DT every time after delay expired (timer restarts / runs in cycle). Listing
below shows SMV code for timestamp Do variable changing.

−− timed module code
init (Do):=0;
next(Do):= case

Di=0 : Dt_;
Di >= 0 : Di;
TRUE : Do;

esac ;
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5 Case study example

The approach was tested on FESTO MPS-500 Processing station model. The station plant
consists of: workpiece table with motor, drill module, tester and holder cylinders. Fig. 5
shows schematic image of processing station with virtual loading/unloading tray (real load and
unload of workpiece is done by manipulator from tray position) and station 3D view in CIROS
simulation. Each module can be considered as autonomously controlled.

Figure 5: Processing station CIROS simulation model.

Tester and Holder cylinders are based on electrical magnets and extend very fast in com-
parison to workpiece table rotation and drill moving speed. To reduce model complexity, these
cylinders are modelled as non-timed elements (movinginfinitely fast). Workpiece table rota-
tion delay is same as drill moving delay to reduce state space size (less count of effective time
steps).

Some errors in control logic can cause machinery damage or employees’ injury. For ex-
ample, when workpiece is in drilling position and drill is at low position table starts moving, it
can cause tester and table damage and workpiece crash. This workpiece safety property can be
formulated in LTL temporal logic as LTLSPEC G !(Drill.BottomSensor & rotateTurntable). It
means that at any state (Globally) situation when drill is down and workpiece table gets signal
to rotate is not allowed.

The described faulty behaviour was intentionally injected in the distributed control appli-
cation. Verification of the given property has taken 315.43 seconds (consuming 13 524 MB
of RAM) in NuSMV using single bound model checking mode with bound 1100 and any pos-
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sible loops. Counterexample effective trace length is 1004 states. Fig. 6 shows fragments
of the counterexample with the found error. The problem occurs in states 1.859-1.863 when
WorkpiecTable function block instance (variable representing ECC state – FB1.Q_smv) enters
state Rotate5 end emits signal rotateTurntable. The reason of this problem occurs earlier in
states 1.840-1.841, when DrillBlocking function block instance (ECC state is represented by
FB3.Q_smv variable), after entering state RaiseDrill, releases table lock (FB2_BlockTable).
Fig. 7 shows function blocks network of the entire control program. Logic of the FB “Drill-
Blocking” was exemplified in Fig. 2 (b).

Figure 6: Counterexample fragments.

6 Counterexample guided simulation
One of the other advantages of modelling time is the ability to visualize the counterexample in
a simulation model. We introduce the concept of a player that will facilitate this. The player
module is implemented as an IEC 61499 function block that reads the counterexample file and
sets the plant model in a predefined state (force to set the values of model variables in the plant
model as given in the counterexample trace’s first state) in order to see controller behaviour for
that particular value(s) combination. The user can select any state from the state space of the
counterexample trace and view the variable values in that state (in the simulation model). For
example, the simulation model can set to a start state where work piece is already in the tester
position and a drilling is in progress. In the next state (or in any preceding state), the work
piece in the tester position will be moved to drilling position, i.e. the turn table moves by 60
degrees.

The player also supports playing the whole counterexample trace as one continues simula-
tion run making use of the timestamps in the counterexample trace text file. For example, in the
formal model, the turn table position is discretized as 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270,
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Figure 7: Processing station control program.

300, 330 and 360 degrees (rotation) position. In NCES modelling each of the above values
constitutes to one place and transition happens between place to place every ‘tick’ (fired when
no other spontaneous transition are available). So in different states of the trace file, the values
for position of cylinder and ‘tick’ value is stored. For simulation, 1 tick value is mapped to 1
time cycle (using standard library function block E_CYCLE) of the simulation model (cycle
value in millisecond is configured by the simulation model using E_CYCLE). Hence instead of
turn table jumping from say 0 degrees to 60 degrees, it moves according to discretized values.
More discretization, the better continuous motion in the playback can be seen.

Fig. 8 shows a fragment of counterexample for processing station. Because no absolute
global time variable is used in the model, player calculate relative time shift by changed vari-
able with suffix _Di. Two time shifts are shown in the figure below: 500 units shift between
states 1.336 and 1.337, and 200 units shift between states 1.350 and 1.351.

Figure 8: Fragment of counterexample for processing station timed model.
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7 Conclusion
This paper demonstrates feasibility of formal verification of timed distributed industrial au-
tomation systems. The approach proposed was proved on the real example and, as it has been
shown, can be helpful to find dangerous faults.

Along with solutions to reduce the complexity of resulting model, this approach can be
used for verification of many newly developing industrial safety-critical systems such as smart
grid. A tool chain was developed to support the described modelling method. At that, the trans-
formation of IEC 61499 FB application to control part of SMV model is done automatically
using the developed FB-to-SMV converter.

The future work will focus on the practical application of the developed modelling and ver-
ification framework for verification of various cyber-physical systems with distributed control.
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CP-Agnostic Software

Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

This paper introduces application of formal modelling to cyber-physical systems for the pur-
pose of formal verification of cyber-physical agnosticism properties of decentralised automa-
tion software. Service-oriented cyber-physical systems are modelled using the IEC 61499
function block architecture. Then, the IEC 61499 model is represented in terms of SMV for-
mal language, which is verified using the nuXmv model checker. The timestamped events
mechanism is implemented in IEC 61499 using the existing syntax of the standard. The impact
of jitter on the behaviour of physical system is demonstrated in both simulation within IEC
61499 execution environment and in counter-examples extracted from nuXmv. The methodol-
ogy presented in this paper forms the premise for automatic verification of the cyber-physical
agnosticism of systems.

1 Introduction
Wired and wireless networking is becoming a necessary part of industrial control systems de-
sign and is one of reasons that required new cyber-physical approach to modelling. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, the phenomenon observed in cyber-physical systems is variety of cross-
dependencies and influences between physical processes, computational devices and commu-
nications, which needs to be taken into account at the design and verification stage. Since most
of the systems’ functionality nowadays is implemented via software, the ability of software to
be agnostic to the mentioned cross-influences is of high importance. An industrial motivation
for achieving invariance of cyber-physical systems’ (CPS) behavior was presented, for exam-
ple, in the SmartGrid domain in [1, 2].
It has been demonstrated in a number of recent works, e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6] that distributed CPS
with service-oriented distributed architecture can be efficiently modelled using IEC 61499
function blocks, while [7] demonstrates the use of web-services in IEC 61499 applications
and [8] shows a case study combining IEC 61499 and Arrowhead SOA platform. In [9] the
work started on addressing the cyber-physical agnosticism (CPA) challenge of software design
by finding an appropriate design architecture. Through modelling in PtolemyII environment
and by applying the time-stamped events pTides semantics to the operation of control system
it was demonstrated that disturbances to the physical system behavior introduced by jitter in
communication can be efficiently mitigated. The demonstration was achieved by simulation of
systems with jitter, comparing performance of a conventional event-driven model and the time-
stamped events semantics. This paper attempts to extend the range of disturbances for which
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the stress-test of systems is performed by applying more exhaustive model-checking instead
of the simulation. For that, however formal model of the cyber-physical system needs to be
developed.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 a brief overview of related works is presented.

Figure 1: Cross-dependencies and influences in cyber-physical systems.

Section 3 discusses implementation of timestamps without ground change of the IEC 61499
syntax and then continues with addressing methods of modeling timestamps in SMV model-
ing language. Section 4 presents details of the case study. Section 5 presents modeling of the
cylinder CPS case study in SMV, and Section 6 presents elements of timestamps modelling in
SMV. The paper is concluded with a summary, acknowledgements and references.

2 Related work

2.1 Invariance in cyber-physical systems design
The CPA demonstration in [9] extends the intentions of latency insensitive design of (only digi-
tal) systems presented in [10]. These works are related to the large body of works on networked
event-driven controls, such as [11, 12], whose mathematical apparatus can be used, although
their motivation is completely different (e.g. saving batteries of wireless sensor nodes).

2.2 IEC 61499
The IEC 61499 standard introduces a system-level reference software architecture for dis-
tributed automation systems. The most essential claim of the IEC 61499 architecture is about
minimizing developers’ efforts in deploying automation software to different distributed ar-
chitectures of hardware[13]. The event-driven activation mechanism of FBs helps to preserve
causality in distributed systems, which is an important enabler of this distributed deployment
transparency. This can be considered as a provision of cyber-physical agnosticism w.r.t. re-
deployment of software to different networking hardware configurations.
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2.3 IEC 61499 formal modelling and verification
The IEC 61499 architecture has been the target of numerous formal modelling and verifica-
tion approaches, started from works [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] which demonstrated the potential
of automatic check of system properties when distributed system reconfiguration occurs. In
particular, those works have focused on physical mechatronic system reconfiguration, which
entails partial software evolution and may impact on the system’s compliance with functional
or non-functional requirements. For that purpose, [10] emphasises the use of closed-loop mod-
elling pattern where behavioural model of plant is included into consideration in order to verify
properties relevant to the physical system behaviour. The early works on formal modelling of
IEC 61499 were summarised in the survey [19]. Subsequent works attempted to extend the
modelling framework by handling richer data types [20], proposing comprehensive automatic
model-generation methods and tools [21]. Timing aspects of IEC 61499 modelling were also
in the focus, for example in [22]. In [23, 24] IEC 61499 was modelled with one of the most
powerful model-checking language SMV.

2.4 Time-stamped semantics
While cyber-physical systems can be modelled in the PtolemyII environment using heteroge-
neous combination of continuous and discrete state domains (with pTides semantics), imple-
mentation of such systems would require the corresponding modification of the implementation
language, the IEC 61499, by extending its event concept with timestamps. The corresponding
attempts were made in [9, 25, 26]. While these attempts require further harmonization we will
be mainly relying on the version of [9].

3 Timestamped semantics for IEC 61499 SMV models
For the purposes of this paper a simplified implementation of timestamps in IEC 61499 is used.
For each event input or output of a function block an additional data input/output of type TIME
is introduced for transferring the timestamp between function blocks. This way simulation can
be conducted without changing the underlying execution environment and tools of IEC 61499.
In our case the nxtStudio environment is used.

3.1 Global time in SMV model
To control timestamp events, the incrementing global timer is introduced to the SMV model. To
bound model state space, only time interval from 0 to T_max is considered during verification.
The global time variable is determined by the rule:

TGlobal < Tmax ∨ γ ∨ (∧(Doi))⇒ TGlobal = TGlobal + Dmin (1)

Also, the rules for delay blocks’ timestamp changing were modified to stop any execution after
Tmax is reached. Listing in Fig. 2 shows the SMV code of time scheduler with global time for
two delay blocks.
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MODULE TimeScheduler (D1o, D1i, D2o, D2i, beta, gamma)
VAR V1 : integer ;
VAR V2 : integer ;
VAR DMin : integer;
VAR TGlobal : integer ; −− global timestamp
ASSIGN
init (TGlobal):=0;
V1:=case

D1o >= 0 : D1o;
TRUE : Tmax;

esac ;
V2:=case

D2o >= 0 : D2o;
TRUE : Tmax;

esac ;

DMin:=case
V1 <= V2 : V1;
V1 > V2 : V2;
TRUE : 0;

esac ;
D1i:=case

(gamma & D1o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D1o − DMin;
TRUE: D1o;

esac ;
D2i:=case

(gamma & D2o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D2o − DMin;
TRUE: D2o;

esac ;
next(TGlobal):=case

TGlobal<Tmax & (gamma & (D1o > 0 | D2o > 0)):
TGlobal + DMin;

TRUE: TGlobal;
esac ;
DEFINE Tmax:= 3000;

Figure 2: Time scheduler for two delay blocks

4 Case study

As a case study we continue the one cylinder example from [9]. It can be easily scaled up and
put in the context of many real-life applications. It is schematically presented in Fig. 3. The
function block application implements the control of a "pneumatic cylinder with a retracting
spring", using a position sensor and proportional valve actuator. The control tracks a certain
desired position of the cylinder as provided by the setpoint input SP of the FB Error. The
sensor reading is obtained and initially processed in the FB Sensor. Then it is passed to the
FB Error by emitting event. The FB Error calculates the difference between SP and current
position and passes it to the FB Controller that recalculates the control signal and passes it to
the Actuator FB.
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Figure 3: Model of pneumatic cylinder with a network-connected actuator.

5 Modelling of the cylinder with PID control application in
SMV

Fig. 4 shows the top-level model in nxtStudio. The one_cyl function block type is the combined
model of cylinder and controller which is to be converted to SMV model for verification.
Joystick (FB type ManControl) and CylView (FB type HCylinder) are HMI modules used for
real-time simulation in nxtStudio and are not used for formal verification. However, to emulate
input setpoint change (pos input of the model), some additional SMV code was added manually
to the model. Fig. 5 shows the FB network of verified model - combined cylinder and control.

SMV model for the presented function blocks is generated automatically using the fb2smv
[27] converter, but as it does not fully support SMV models of IEC 61499 function blocks with
time delay, additional code implementing time scheduler [28] was added manually as shown
in Fig. 2. The input set point initially has value 0 ant at the time moment when Tglobal=500 it
is changed to 50.
Fig. 6 shows the cylinder position plot built from counterexample data for SMV model with
parameters as follows. Time bound Tmax=8000, sampling time E_CYCLE.DT=500. All time
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Figure 4: Function block model of the cylinder CPS.

Figure 5: Closed-loop model.

values are given in discrete model time units, which can be considered as milliseconds on real
time scale. The counterexample, generated by nuXmv model checker is converted to table
format in .csv file and MS Excel is used to draw the plot.

Figure 6: Cylinder position plot built from the counterexample data.
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6 Modelling random time delay in IEC 61499

Following the approach of [9] we introduce the time-stamped events concept to the applica-
tion and compare its performance with the reference cases. In [9] the comparison was done
using the Ptolemy II modelling environment (Fig. 7). In this paper we make a step towards
implementation and implement the same setup in IEC 61499.

Figure 7: PtolemyII model of three communication delay cases for comparison [9].

As IEC 61499 does not support timestamp and random event delay emulation, the applica-
tion was modified to implement timestamps through standard input-output data relations. Two
CAT blocks: GetTimestamp and TimeDiff are introduced and added to the cylinder-control
model together with E_DELAY function block which emulates communication delay between
sensor and controller (see Fig. 8). GetTimestamp CAT block outputs the time when REQ event
was triggered. TimeDiff block calculates difference between input timestamp and current sys-
tem time when its REQ event is triggered and outputs this time difference to the controller. Fig.
9 shows the nxtStudio model of three cases combined: ideal case without any communication
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Figure 8: IEC 61499 cylinder model with PID
control and communication delay. Figure 9: nxtStudio model of three cases.

delay, the case with communication jitter observed for the controlled with fixed sampling rate,
and the case with delay and timestamps, where the controller is using the DT parameter based
on the actual communication time calculated using timestamps.
The delay randomizer CAT block (randomizer1) is added to the model to generate random
communication delay value synchronously for two cases: cylinder model with delay and model
with delay and timestamps. Outputs from all three cases are combined into one plot (drawn by
scope block) to make the comparison. The randomizer1 block, after START event is triggered,
generates a new random delay value within the range [0;2000] milliseconds every 100 ms and
passes this value to delayed cases. This assures that the modelled delays are always similar for
both delayed cases and plots comparison is correct.
In SMV, the random delay is modelled by leaving the E_DELAY input DT unassigned, in this
case, the verifier will consider all possible delay values. However, to reduce the model state
space when the delay range is relatively wide, the DT input can be assigned only with some
key values instead of all possible values within the range.

7 Conclusion

Preliminary results on modelling of cyber-physical systems with jitter in the SMV modelling
language are presented. The paper exemplifies the methodology using a simple cylinder exam-
ple. The initial results are promising both in terms of modelling the jitter in CPS by means of
SMV, and modelling the mitigation measures such as use of the time-stamped semantics in IEC
61499 and subsequent modelling of it in SMV. Future work will include definition of metrics of
cyber-physical agnosticism and their representation in specification languages supported by the
nuXmv model-checker. These steps will be followed by comprehensive verification trials of
the CPA properties of CPS controlled by the IEC 61499 extended by the time-stamped events
semantics.
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Towards Formal Verification for Cyber-physically Agnostic
Software: a Case Study

Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

Cyber-physical agnosticism (CPA) is a property of software in cyber-physical systems (CPS)
to withstand various disturbances and keep maintaining the required behaviour of the physical
process. With the increased research on the use of internet of things (IoT) in industrial automa-
tion (IoT-A), there is a need for robust distributed automation control systems that can take
into account some overheads of using wireless devices in such an IoT setup. For example, data
transfer delays between wireless sensors and the controller might result in the controller acting
on a stale sensor value.
In this paper, we present an approach of using time-aware computations to let the controller to
assess quality of the input data and formal verification as a method to check the CPA property
of the IoT-A applications.
The paper specifically considers IEC 61499 standard for implementation of distributed IoT-A
application. Ptolemy II PTIDES inspired time stamped event semantics is used in the appli-
cation to keep track of the origin of different events. Timed automata are used to model the
plant. The IEC 61499 application together with abstract plant model is then converted to SMV
language and NuSMV model checker is used for formal verification.
The paper presents a case study of an elevator example to demonstrate the proposed approach.
A random delay is used to model the communication delay in the wireless network. It is shown
that if the communication delay was not accounted for, then the elevator would stop in-between
the floors and open the doors that is considered unsafe. The paper then shows how time-aware
computation is used to make sure that the elevator always follows safe behaviour.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, the industrial automation field goes through a paradigm shift from centralized con-
trol systems to highly distributed ones. In such a class of control systems, many smart compo-
nents such as sensors, actuators, controllers, etc., are connected together via wired and wireless
networks into a single system. It is very important that software part of the system is capable
of maintaining programmed behaviour regardless of physical disturbances. One of the most
observable phenomena for such networked systems is random data transfer delays between
nodes, that can cause control decisions to be based on outdated sensory data. This problem
was investigated in control theory, for example [1, 2], but the models are abstracted from soft-
ware implementation. To maintain predictable behaviour, it is desirable that software should
be agnostic to disturbances and influences from physical environment.
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The cyber-physical agnosticism (CPA) was proposed in [3] as a property of automation soft-
ware to exhibit behaviour, independent to disturbances observed in cyber-physical systems. It
is suggested to be achieved using event timestamping inspired by the model of computations
investigated in PTIDES/ Ptolemy II [4] and time-aware computations (when control algorithms
are developed taking advantage of the event’s birth time and age, and the control behaviour can
adapt to this information). Traditionally, the problems related to CPA of automation software
have been addressed separately in control theory and computer science, but rarely in a syner-
getic conjunction.
Formal verification methods are widely used in the design of computer processors [5, 6, 7]
and network protocols [8, 9], but for the software development, such techniques are known
to encounter many problems and as a result, are applied only for limited examples. One of
the well-known problems is the state space explosion that occurs for non-deterministic and
real-time systems. However, for the distributed control systems with IEC 61499-based soft-
ware, this problem is addressed by usage of closed-loop modelling [10] and plant abstraction
[11] with NCES formalism [12, 13] and UPPAAL timed automata [14] for symbolic model
checking. The SMV model of controller is based on the function blocks operational semantics
[15, 16]. A formal modelling approach within the CPA concept was presented in [17]. The pa-
per shows an example of formal verification with random time delays, but is does not address
timestamping and time-aware computations.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a modelling approach that was used.
A case study of elevator with three floors is described in section 3. Section 4 shows some
model checking results for a model without timestamp semantics and section 5 presents a way
of program modification and model checking results for the modified model.

2 Modelling approach

2.1 Closed loop models of industrial automation systems in SMV
Formal verification of a controller model with non-deterministically changing inputs can be
insufficient due to prohibitively large size of the state space for such models and, therefore, un-
reasonable verification times and computational resource consumption. To reduce the model
state space, the closed-loop modelling technique [18] is applied. This technique requires the
controller to be connected to a plant model, which reduces the generated state space by apply-
ing only possible combinations to controller inputs. Furthermore, some systems, that require
human-machine interaction, can be represented as a three-component model, composed of con-
troller, plant model, and a "test case" model that emulates interaction with HMI (see Fig. 1).
Such a model is very similar to the well-known model-view-control (MVC) pattern, but with
the "view" replaced by the formal test case.

2.2 Time in IEC 61499 SMV models
The time concept for IEC 61499 SMV models is described in [17, 14]. The most important
parts and some modifications are given below.
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Figure 1: Closed loop model approach.

There are two types of timers in the IEC 61499 architecture represented by the E_CYCLE and
E_DELAY function blocks (see Fig. 2). The DT input represents the delay or cycle time, the
START event input is used to start the timer, the STOP input is used to stop the timer when it
is counting, and the EO output event is generated when the delay or cycle time (i.e. timeout) is
elapsed.
The general idea behind the SMV model of IEC 61499 software timers is as follows. Each

Figure 2: IEC 61499 timer function blocks.

timer (i.e. E_DELAY or E_CYCLE function block instance) has its own timestamp variable
that is set to the DT input value every time when the timer started or reset, and counting down
to 0 when timer is on. When the timestamp is equal to 0, the output event is generated. All
software timer model instances are connected to Time Scheduler that receives all timestamp
values and calculates the time shift to the nearest possible time event, then all timestamps are
decremented to that value, so at least one of them becomes 0.

The model of IEC 61499 software timers in SMV [14]. The E_DELAY function block
model including both syntactic and semantic parts can be described as follows: E_DELAY_Type =

(S T ART, S TOP, EO,DT,D, α, β), where START and STOP are event input variables (EI-
variables) of Boolean type to start and stop the timer, correspondingly; EO is an event output
variable of Boolean type emitted when the timeout is expired; DT is an input variable (of inte-
ger type) containing an initial value of the time delay; D is an internal variable representing the
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current state and value (timestamp) of the timer. Value D = −1 means the timer is off; D > 0
means the timer is working and value D itself represents the time remaining before the timeout
occurs; D = 0 means the timer is on but the timeout just expired and EO event should be (and
will be) triggered; α is a flag indicating the start of the module execution (set by a dispatcher
implementing an FB execution model); β is a flag indicating the end of the module execution
(used by the dispatcher).
In the SMV model, the internal delay timestamp variable D is split into a set {Di,Do} to avoid
SMV variable double assignment in the IEC 61499 function blocks SMV models. The final
rules for E_DELAY function block are shown below.

(β ∧ γ ∧ Do > 0)⇒ (Di = Do − DGmin)

(α ∧ Di = 0)⇒ f ire(EO)

next(Do) =


−1 if(α ∧ Di = 0)
DT if(α ∧ S T ART )
−1 if(α ∧ S TOP)
Di if(Di ≥ 0)

A hierarchical system of time schedulers, proposed in [14] can be modified to one flat top-
level time scheduler. That approach allows to reduce the number of variables in SMV model
due to the removed inter-scheduler connections and internal time scheduler variables (see Fig.
3).

Discrete time plant abstraction. In order to reduce the model state space, an abstract model
of the plant was presented using UPPAAL time automata and then transformed into SMV
model. It can be called a "hybrid time" model, where some actions that are performed in sub-
stantial time are considered as "timed" and other actions - as non-timed or "instant". Most of the
plant models can be presented as a set of deterministic timed automata, each of them is coded
as a separate module in SMV. Every such module has one variable representing the automata
state and a set of {Di,Do} variables similar to E_DELAY function block. State transition rules
are enhanced with "&Di = 0" guard condition for timed actions.

2.3 Modelling timestamps in SMV
Simulation. For the purposes of this paper a simplified implementation of timestamps in
IEC 61499 is used. For each event input or output of a function block an additional data
input/output of type TIME is introduced for transferring the timestamp the between the function
blocks. This way of simulation can be conducted without changing the underlying execution
environment and IEC 61499 tools. In our case the nxtStudio environment is used. [17]

Formal model. The event set of FB with timestamps can be defined as a tuple E = (EIN ∪

EIT , EON ∪ EOT ) where EIN is a set of non-timed event inputs, EON is a set of non-timed
event outputs, EIT = (EI,Timestamp) is a set of timestamped event inputs and EOT =
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Figure 3: Time scheduler transformation.

(EO,Timestamp) is a set of timestamped event outputs. With regard to the formalization given
in [15], a syntactic model of a composite FB can be modified as follows.

S yntc = (Inter f ace, FB, EvConnN ∪ EvConnT ,DataConn)

where Inter f ace is an interface of the composite FB; FB is a set of component FBs belonging
to the composite FB; EvConnN is a set of "classic" non-timed event connections; EvConnT is
a set of timestamped event connections; DataConn is a set of data connections.

In the SMV model the event timestamp is represented by an additional variable, which
contains the last time when the event was generated. However, to control the timestamp events,
the incremental global timer TGlobal is introduced to the SMV model. To bound the model state
space, only the time interval from 0 to constant Tmax is considered during verification. The
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global time variable change is determined by the following rule [17]:

TGlobal < Tmax ∨ γ ∨ (∧(Doi))⇒ TGlobal = TGlobal + Dmin

With regard to the new approach, the rules for delay blocks’ timestamp change were modified
to stop any execution after Tmax is reached.

3 Case study: Elevator
A building with three floors is equipped with an elevator. Each floor has elevator doors, a
call button and a cabin position sensor. When a user presses the call button, the controller
initiates the elevator to move towards the user’s floor (by sending the up and down signals to
the elevator’s motor). When the elevator’s cabin reaches the desired floor, the position sensor
sends the signal that the cabin is present to the controller and controller stops the motor and
opens doors. It is assumed that the cabin position sensors are connected to the controller via a
wireless network and there can appear a random delay long enough to make the elevator move
by a sensible distance. Thereby it is possible to get the cabin stopped in a wrong position and
have its doors opened there (see Fig. 4).

3.1 IEC 61499 closed-loop model and simulation
The whole elevator system was modelled using IEC 61499 in nxtStudio for initial simulation
and testing. The closed-loop model of the elevator consists of two top-level function blocks:
a controller and a plant model plus HMI (see Fig. 5). The combined plant+HMI CAT block
includes also sensors and a communication network model.

Figure 6 shows an implementation of the random delay between sensor and controller in
the nxtStudio model. The REQ event from the sensor is passed to the DataLock FB that locks
data on the QI input and at the same time the REQ event triggers the event delay that after
time, defined by the DELAY_TIME input, activates an event to release the data and generate
the output event CNF.

3.2 SMV model
Controller model. The model of controller was created from the IEC 61499 description
using fb2smv tool [19].

Plant model. To reduce the SMV model complexity, an abstract discrete model of the plant
was created. The abstract plant model consists of four state machine instances: one elevator car
and three doors. Fig. 7 shows the state machines templates in UPPAAL. The door state machine
has two states: "closed" and "opened" with instant (non-timed) transitions. The elevator state
machine has seven states that can be described as follows.

• above floor 2
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Figure 4: Elevator error.

• floor 2

• between floors 1 and 2

• floor 1

• between floors 0 and 1

• floor 0

• below floor 0

The transitions are timed with the same concept of time as the control model with a single
"delay block" embedded into the elevator model and connected to one global time scheduler.
The elevator is considered to have a constant speed and each transition takes 2 time units.
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Figure 5: Closed-loop elevator model in nxtStudio.

Figure 6: Communication delay in nxtStudio simulation model.

Jitter. The model agreement is that three floor sensors are connected to the controller via
a wireless network and a random delay may occur during data transfer. To model such a
behaviour in SMV, a queue was created for each pair "Sensor event"-"data". The data is pushed
into the queue when the output event is fired. If the queue is not empty, after a "random" delay,
the data is popped, the output event is generated and transferred to the controller. Possible
delay values are within the range 0..2, where 0 means "no considerable delay". All delay
values presented in the model are shown in Table 1.

Test case. Because the elevator system is supposed to operate with signals from human inter-
action (the call buttons’ press), a simple behaviour was introduced to model the user’s actions.
When the elevator model starts, the controller performs an initialization procedure, that moves
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Figure 7: Elevator UPPAAL model. The elevator (left) and the door (right) automata.

Table 1: Delay times
Delay block / Action Delay time
Elevator step 2
Door open transition 0
Door open time 4
Communication delay 0..2

elevator to the floor 0. After that, the HMI model indicates the floor 1 call button press. After
the elevator is reached the first floor, the HMI model indicates the floor 2 button press and after
reaching the floor 2, the floor 0 button press is indicated. The figure 8 shows the HMI model
behaviour.

4 Formal verification of some Cyber-Physical Agnosticism
properties

For each floor the safety rule can be formulated as "there never can be a situation when the
door is opened and the elevator is not at the required floor" or in other words "there is always
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Figure 8: HMI model sequence diagram.

the door is closed OR the elevator is at the required floor". These rules in LTL temporal logic
are shown below.

G(elevator.DoorClosed0|elevator.AtFloor0) (1)

G(elevator.DoorClosed1|elevator.AtFloor1) (2)

G(elevator.DoorClosed2|elevator.AtFloor2) (3)

In addition to the safety rules, were also checked the rules for the HMI action response.

G(ButtonAt0_press− > Felevator.AtFloor0) (4)

G(ButtonAt1_press− > Felevator.AtFloor1) (5)

G(ButtonAt2_press− > Felevator.AtFloor2) (6)

The formal verification resulted in FALSE for the properties 3,4 and 5 and counterexamples
were generated. The verification time and RAM usage are given in Table 2 (original model)
and Fig. 9 shows a fault extracted from counterexample for property (5). Grey zone on the plot
shows when the door on the first floor is opened.
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Figure 9: Elevator fault from NuSMV counterexample

5 Modification of the model to reach the desired property

We assume that due to the random nature of the communication delay, it is impossible to predict
when the elevator will miss the floor, but it is possible to detect it using event timestamps and
perform actions to correct the position.
When the sensor reading arrives, its timestamp is compared against the present time in the
PLC and if the time difference ∆t = tpresent− ttimestamp is greater than the maximum safety range,
the sensor data is considered as outdated and a position correction must be performed. To
simplify the model, the elevator speed is considered constant and to correct the car position,
the elevator motor is switched backward for the duration ∆t. In the real-life case, it is possible to
calculate the actual elevator correction time for the motor considering acceleration/deceleration
calculated with knowledge of weight, motor power, etc.
In the control logic, this approach was implemented by adding special "correction" states to
the ECC diagram of the controller. Fig. 10 shows the fragment of the ECC diagram with the
state for the position correction when the elevator misses the floor 1 going up.

The Fig. 11 shows an elevator position plot, extracted from NuSMV counterexample for
the given test case showing the elevator position correction on the floor 1.
Verification was performed using the NuSMV tool on a workstation with Core i7 processor

and 16 GB RAM. Table 2 shows the verification time and RAM for given properties on the
original and modified models. For the properties that were verified as FALSE, the counterex-
ample generation is included into the measure.
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Figure 10: Fragment of ECC diagram with position correction state.

Figure 11: Elevator position from NuSMV counterexample.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown the effect of introducing time-stamped event mechanism and time-
aware computations of IEC 61499 function blocks together with formal verification methods
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Table 2: Verification time and RAM

Property
Time (s) RAM (MB)

Original Modified Original Modified
1 644 4364 317 1539
2 186 2470 289 1567
3 246 2845 290 1574
4 526 2342 339 1535
5 643 2311 374 1535
6 603 2349 364 1539

on achieving cyber-physical agnosticism of distributed automation systems. The proposed
approach is demonstrated on a trivial example just to demonstrate how model-checking of
distributed automation CPS models with timestamp semantics can help to find errors on early
development stages. The future work will be aimed to show the concept on a real-life industrial
example.
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Towards formal ASM semantics of timed control systems for
industrial CPS

Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Victor Dubinin and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

The growing need for smart and flexible systems in many areas of industry, such as manu-
facturing, smart grids, building automation systems and others, has resulted in new design
approaches such as Cyber-physical systems (CPS). This raised the need for formal modelling
of these systems to address reliability and robustness requirements. This paper addresses the
problem of developing a formal semantics, based on abstract state machines (ASM), for mod-
elling of distributed control systems for industrial CPS based on the IEC 61499 standard. The
developed approach allows to build formal models of flexible distributed control systems for
analysis and verification of various properties.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, the industrial automation field has seen a paradigm shift from central-
ized control systems to highly distributed. There is a growing need for such smart and flexibile
systems in areas such as manufacturing, smart grids, building automation systems and others.
The most promising one is model-driven development, where the basis of any application is a
strict formal model, which can be verified and used to auto-generate executable code. Today’s
problem is the lack of such strict formal model for modern fully-distributed control systems,
which would take into account software execution semantics and modern features such as event
timestamping and node clock synchronization.

To design resilient control systems in automation, a Cyber-physical systems (CPS) ap-
proach is becoming a basis for multi-model testing, verification and code generation for vari-
ous hardware controllers. CPS address modelling of tightly integrated computer systems with
physical equipment, where physical processes can influence the computational processes and
vice versa. Wired and wireless networking is becoming a necessary part of distributed indus-
trial control systems design and thus requires a new cyber-physical approach for modelling.

The phenomenon observed in cyber-physical systems is variety of cross-dependencies and
influences between physical processes, computational devices and communications, which
needs to be taken into account at design and verification stages. In distributed, network-
interconnected systems, timing capabilities has become an important issue due to the most
of the physical disturbances influence networking. It is assumed that the base software layer
(in our case, IEC 61499) is the most affected by CPS disturbances and at the same time has the
tightest requirements, so it is reasonable to first address this layer in modelling and verification.
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This paper addresses the problem of developing a formal semantics, based on abstract state
machines (ASM), for modelling of distributed control systems for industrial CPS based on the
IEC 61499 standard. The new software design standards aim at creation of flexible manufac-
turing systems, where achieving certain reliability properties become a major issue. To check
the desired properties of such systems, an advanced modelling and validation environment has
to be introduced on the all stages of development. The choice of the classical ASM notation in
this work is motivated by variety of existing works on validation of ASM models. The general
idea is to build a multi-model design and validation environment with the core, based on ASM
formal model.

In this paper we present a part of developed notion on the example of basic FB, which helps
understand the general idea behind the approach. The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
The section 2 refers to the related works in the field, section 3 proposes a formal model based
on ASM for IEC 61499 control systems, section 4 shows a case study where the given approach
can be beneficial and finally the section 5 concludes.

2 Related works

2.1 Abstract state machines
The Abstract state machines notion, proposed by Yu. Gurevich, for the past three decades has
been proven as an efficient approach for the formal specification and analysis of computer hard-
ware and software. It has been demonstrated on numerous modeling and verification projects,
and later was introduced into development environments for practical usage in high-level sys-
tem design and analysis [1].

The ASM can be used as an abstract modeling language for high-level system design and
analysis [2], model checking, and especially effective when different analysis and validation
techniques may be applied to the same model. Various model checking techniques has been
applied to ASM models, starting with symbolic model checking using SMV/nuSMV toolset,
and explicit state model checking with SPIN [3, 4, 5].

2.2 IEC 61499 formal semantics
The IEC 61499 standard defines a system-level software architecture design language for the
new generation of distributed industrial control systems. The main design entity of the stan-
dard is an event-driven function block (FB), which encapsulates some functionality [6]. The
most generic FB types are basic and composite. Basic FB encapsulates an execution control
chart (ECC) which usually controls an execution of simple algorithms attached to its states.
Composite FB contains a network of interconnected basic and composite blocks, that make the
whole application a hierarchical structure of FBs. A very good survey of static formal methods
in industrial software desing and development is presented in [7]. The work in this paper builds
on previous works in [8, 9, 10]. These works addressed basic and composite function blocks se-
mantic models and transformation to SMV language and its application to formal verification.
However, these works were based on explicitly developed "specialized" abstract state machines
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notation (sASM) rather than well-known classical ASM. Based on that work, an approach for
FB modelling in SMV was addressed in later works, for example [11] as well as challenges of
model checking of such systems. The basic introduction of time and timestamps to the IEC
61499 formal models was given in works [12, 13] and implemented in the fb2smv tool [14]. A
different view on timestamping events in function blocks was shown in the paper [15], where
the timestamps can be used for real-time monitoring of the control system’s execution.

The current work, however, addresses a problem of defining an ultimate modelling ap-
proach, which allows to apply different model checking techniques as well as other ways of
formal analysis.

2.3 Time-Aware control systems for CPS
As noted previously, for such distributed systems, the physical environment disturbances often
lead to unpredictable data transfer delays. It is important, due to reliability requirements, that
such systems behave independently, called "agnostic" [16] to overcome possible communica-
tion errors and maintain correct decision, even based on outdated information when the sensory
data has been delayed.

3 Formal semantics for timed control systems

3.1 Basic function blocks
Basic function block consists of the interface part, that contains event and data inputs and
outputs, and the execution part with execution control chart (ECC), operation state machine
(OSM) and algorithms. The interface part is responsible for event priority handling and data
sampling. The ECC is a state machine that consists of EC states, EC transitions and EC actions.
The OSM is a state machine that defines operation behaviour of the ECC and input/output data
sampling.

Basic function block can be defined as a tuple:

BFB = (EI, EO,VI,VO, ECstate, ECtran,OS Mstate,

ECaction, iw, ow)

where EI, EO are event inputs and outputs, VI,VO are input and output variables, ECstate is a
set of ECC states, ECtran is a set of ECC transitions, OS Mstate = {S 0, S 1, S 2} is a set of OSM
states, ECaction is a set of EC actions, iw : EI ×VI → B - WITH-associations of the input FB
interface, defining the association of input variables with input events (B = {true, f alse} refers
to Boolean domain), ow : EO×VO→ B - WITH-associations of the output FB interface. Input
and output events are divided to timed and non-timed. We denote non-timed input and output
events as EIN , EON and timed events as EIT , EOT (EI = EIN ∪ EIT , EO = EON ∪ EOT ).
An input event value function can be defined as valEi : EI → B, input data value function
- valDi : DI → dataDom, and similarly for output events and data. The actual assignment
of these functions’ values is done in the corresponding rules. Due to elementary nature of FB
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algorithms (in many cases), a simplified pattern can be used when algorithms have no input
parameters. In this case, a function representing an algorithm, can be defined as a function
over a Cartesian product of related variables’ domains: alg : D1 × D2 × · · · × Dn where Di is
the domain of the i-th variable.

In cyclic execution model, several input events may be triggered at different times within a
single interval of the corresponding FB inactivity, which we consider as "simultaneous events".
In such a case, when several input events are triggered simultaneously, one event at a time has
to be selected for processing. Selection of an input event is based on event priorities. Further
processing of non-selected events is based on the chosen execution model. In the simplest
case, non-selected events can be just cancelled, and more complicated execution models rely
on event queues (for example [17]). The event selection function selectedEi : Ei → B, which
returns the selected event value, can be defined as:

selectedEi(e) = case(e) of Ei1 : valEi(Ei1)

Ei2 : valEi(Ei2) ∧ ¬valEi(Ei1)

· · ·

Ei j : valEi(Ei j)∧

∧ ¬
∨

1≤k≤ j−1

(valEi(Eik))

where Ei1 · · · Ei j correspond to the input events ordered by their priority. An EC transition
between ECC states is enabled when the corresponding input event is selected and the guard
condition is true. guardCond : ECtran → B is a function defined for each EC transition,
usually based on the input and internal data values. The "enabled" function for EC transitions
enabledECtran : ECtran→ B is defined as: enabledECtran(t) = selectedEi(activationEi(t))∧
guardCond(t) where activationEi(t) : ECtran→ Ei is the EC transition activation event.

A transition can be enabled only if the corresponding activation event is selected. Various
FB execution models depend on additional signals of beginning and end of FB executions,
namely, α corresponds to a signal from an external execution control dispatcher to current
function block indicating start of FB execution. β corresponds to a signal form current FB to a
dispatcher, indicating that the function block has finished its execution.

Input data sampling is the first major action performed by a FB when it receives the
α (start execution) signal from the execution dispatcher. All values of the input variables,
associated with active input events are transferred to internal buffers.

sampling = forall v ∈ VI

with α ∧ s = S 0 ∧ ( exist e ∈ EI :

(iw(e, v) ∧ selectedEi(e))

do valVi(v) := bu f Vi(v)

The selected input event is reset when the OSM is in the state S 1 and there is an active signal
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on the selected event input: resetEi = forall e ∈ EI : (s = S 1 ∧ selectedEi(e)) do valEi(e) :=
f alse.

Output data sampling. A set of rules to rewrite the values of the external buffers with the
values of the output variables, is defined in a similar way, but due to paper size restrictions is
not present here.

ECC transitions rule. Execution control chart (ECC) is the main part of basic FB, which
controls execution of algorithms and generates output events. sS rc(t) below refers to the
“source” ECC state for the transition t and sDst(t) – “destination” ECC state for the transi-
tion t.

ECCtransition =

forall t ∈ ECtran :

(q = sS rc(t) ∧ EnabledECtran(t) ∧ s = S 1)

do q := sDst(t)

OSM transitions. The first transition fires when a FB gets an α signal from the dispatcher
and there is an active selected input event signal. In this case, OSM state s is changed to S 1 and
the EC actions counter na is set to 1, which means the first EC action is ready to execute if any
EC transition will be fired. In the sate S 1, the EC transitions are evaluated and, if an enabled
transition exists, the OSM goes to the state S 2 where EC actions are executed.

OS Mtransition =

if (α ∧ s = S 0 ∧ (exist e ∈ EI : selectedEi(e))) then

s := S 1, na := 1

else if (s = S 1 ∧ existsEnabledECtran) then s := s2

else if (s = S 2 ∧ na = 0) then s := s1

else if (s = S 1 ∧ ¬existsEnabledECtran) then s := s0

Here, existsEnabledECtran : B is a function, which simply checks if there is any enabled
ECC transition at the moment: existsEnabledECtran = exist t ∈ ECtran : enabledECtran(t)

And finally, the rules to communicate with a dispatcher by means of resetting α and setting
β signals.

changeS tartFinishS ignal =

if (α ∧ s = S 0 ∧ ¬(exist e ∈ EI : selectedEi(e)))

∨ (s = S 1 ∧ ¬existsEnabledECtran) then

α := f alse, β := true
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3.2 Time in IEC 61499 models
The model of time for IEC 61499 function blocks proposed in [12] offers discrete stepping
countdown timers with possibility to combine timed and non-timed actions in the same model.
In this section, the model is formalized using the ASM notation and combined with event
timestamps.

Each local timer in the model is represented by a countdown variable, controlled by an
external time scheduler, which implements the rules for changing values of all local timers.

At first, we introduce software timers corresponding to "E_CYCLE" and "E_DELAY"
function blocks in IEC 61499 standard. Timers are modelled as simplified function blocks,
with interface containing two input events (S T ART, S TOP) ∈ EI, an output event eo ∈ EO
and a data input DT ∈ DI. The input events refer to commands to start and stop the timer
countdown, the output event is fired when the given timeout DT : T has been exceeded (where
T is a time domain). It can be simply proven that an "E_CYCLE" function block can be rep-
resented by means of "E_DELAY" FB with event output connected to S T ART event input,
therefore, only a model for "E_DELAY" FB is shown below (where t : Timers represents a
timer instance).

eDELAY(t) =

if α ∧ D(t) = 0 then valEo(e) = true

D(t) = −1

else if α ∧ valEi(S TOP) then D(t) = −1

else if α ∧ valEi(S T ART ) then D(t) = DT

A timer itself is only responsible for resetting the internal timer variable D; changing of
that variable is performed by the time scheduler. For the sake of brevity and to abstract from
actual list traversing implementations, we will use seq forall operator to denote a sequentian
execution over an ordered set of elements (with the syntax similar to the regular forall opera-
tor). We will also use seq operator before a statement to show that the statement is executed
sequentially (and not in parallel) with surrounding statements.

TimeS cheduler = forall t ∈ Timers do

if D(t) >= 0 then V(t) := D(t)

else V(t) := Dmax

seq Dmin := min(V(t))

seq forall t ∈ Timers do

if β ∧ γ ∧ D(t) > 0 then D(t) := D(t) − Dmin

Function V : Timers → T is evaluated based on the local timer variable D : Timers → T .
It equals to D(t) if the corresponding local timer is active, and to maximum possible timeout
value Dmax if the timer is stopped.
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4 Case study

As a case study for the given approach we can show the one cylinder example first introduced
in [16] and further developed in [13]. This cylinder can be used as a basic component for
the multicylinder intelligent manipulator, shown for example in [18]. The cylinder examle
illustrates an extreme approach of distributed control, where a single cylinder has a smart
sensor, detecting the piston position and a controller for valve actuation. Both sensor and
controller are connected via wireless network and thus prone to communication delays, caused
by physical disturbances. The control application is designed as a network of IEC 61499
function blocks, distributed to these two smart nodes.

First, the function block application with simulation models was tested in nxtStudio envi-
ronment. Fig. 1 shows plots for three cases with: ideal link (blue), wireless link with ran-
domized communication delay (red) and timestamp-based adjustments (green). The cylinder
model then was converted to an SMV model using fb2smv converter, that is based on the
model described in section 3. And finally, the model was verified against several LTL prop-
erties using bounded model checking technique. Fig. 2 shows a plot, extracted from nuSmv
counterexample for a "dummy" property G falsevar=TRUE, that is showing cylinder position
being stabilized by the PID control.

Figure 1: Simulation model plots.

5 Conclusion

The proposed modelling approach can be used as a core in a multi-model design environment
for resilient control systems of industrial CPS. This paper begins the development of proposed
modelling approach by implementations of basic FBs and timers, however, implementation of
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Figure 2: Plot extracted from nuSMV counterexample.

composite FB hierarchical structure is important for modelling various range of real control
systems. Further work is aimed at implementing a support for such multi-level hierarchical
models, which are native for IEC 61499-based systems, modelling of FB timestamp semantics
with ASM, and creating software tools to support this approach.
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A formal model of IEC 61499-based industrial automation
architecture supporting time-aware computations

Dmitrii Drozdov, Victor Dubinin, Sandeep Patil, Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

This paper proposes a formal model for industrial cyber-physical systems (CPS) with dis-
tributed control based on IEC 61499 standard and supporting time-aware computations for
better adaptation to the ever changing environment conditions. Main features of the model
include usage of timestamps, flattening, unified and independent behaviour of function block
interfaces. This allows to make correct implementation of time-aware systems and significantly
simplify the construction of models for verification and simulation, as well as ensure fairness
of the model and determinism of the function block system execution at a resource level. The
model formalism is based on a well-known abstract state machines (ASM) notion, which can
be used as an intermediate formal representation to generate a variety of models for different
purposes, e.g. formal verification, and executable code. This paper exemplifies this approach
by the generation of models in the SMV language. The paper discusses the time-aware com-
putation concept and its application in a few related case studies.

1 Introduction
Distributed automation systems is a vast class of cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1], providing
many challenges for the CPS design and analysis. Formal models of computations [2] provide
the underlying support for their implementation, testing, simulation and formal verification.

The automation CPS are subject to the environment uncertainties, the strongest of which is
related to reliability of wireless communication. Algorithms, dealing with the uncertainties, re-
quire comprehensive validation. Model-based formal verification of software is a well-known
mechanism for this purpose. To be applied efficiently, it requires creation of tool-chains seam-
lessly connecting the design models with the formal models of computations.

The use of block diagram languages for implementation of CPS is becoming a mainstream
trend. The well-known examples of that include Matlab/Simulink and LabView. The modelling
environment Ptolemy II [3], developed at Berkeley, provides new modelling capabilities for
heterogeneous CPS, combining complex physical system dynamics and cyber parts, based on
different models of computations.

In industrial automation, the function block architecture of the IEC 61499 standard [4] is
increasingly used for modelling complex distributed automation systems in such challenging
applications as SmartGrid [5], process automation, and material handling systems [6]. IEC
61499 is based on the same concepts of event-driven block diagrams as Ptolemy II and, as such,
allows for modelling of CPS composed of physical processes (a.k.a. plant) combined with
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control and communication. The model can be used for validation of system-level properties
before deployment. The most common validation method is simulation, but it has well-known
limitations in the discovery of possible faults. Model-checking [7] presents a complementary
method of exhaustive testing, however its applicability is also limited by possible complexity
explosion when the original system uses rich data-types and computations. A recent survey
[2] presents a summary of formal methods application in industrial automation. In the past 15
years of research certain progress [8, 9] was achieved in formal modelling of the IEC 61499
architecture, but it was limited by support of very simple data types, non-timed semantics and
small scale systems. In the meantime the power of model-checking tools and sophistication
of supported model-checking techniques has substantially improved and new opportunities
emerge.

The notion of Abstract State Machines (ASM), proposed by Yu. Gurevich [10], has been
proven during the past three decades as an efficient approach for the formal specification and
analysis of computer hardware and software. It has been used in numerous modeling and
verification projects, and later was introduced into development environments for practical
usage in high-level system design and analysis [11].
The ASM can be used as an abstract modelling language for high-level system design and
analysis [12], model-checking, and especially effective when different analysis and validation
techniques may be applied to the same model. Various model-checking techniques have been
applied to ASM models, starting with symbolic model-checking using the SMV tool, first
proposed in [13] and later developed in [14, 15], and explicit state model-checking with SPIN
[16, 17].

The Ptolemy II/PTIDES model of computations ensures execution determinism under an
assumption that there is a known and rather small upper bound on network transmission de-
lay. However, in distributed control systems the absolute upper bound is very large, while the
average delay time stays reasonably small. This can happen when an occasional environment
disturbance interferes with transfer of rather small number of messages. In this case, the so-
lution of the PTIDES model to wait for the maximum time to process an event may lead to
significant loss in control system’s performance.

In this paper we propose a different idea, called time-aware computations (TAC). Instead of
aiming at determinism, that is very expensive in distributed systems, it aims at adaptability and
robustness. It is based on the same event-timestamping mechanism as PTIDES, but is intended
to let the developer to handle each delay case individually thus minimizing its impact on func-
tional properties of the automation system. It allows the controller to take into account actual
point-point delay of the measured sensor readings, and adjust the control reaction accordingly,
instead of trying to put the upper bound on it and wait for the maximum possible delay time.

We propose a comprehensive ASM-based formal model of the IEC 61499 function block
architecture and apply it to the architecture extended with the event-timestamping mechanism
of PTIDES. The developed model is an intermediate formal model representation, which can
be used for the purposes of formal verification and as an underlying model of run-time imple-
mentation. In particular, it is the back-end of the developed open-source software tool fb2smv.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the concept of time-aware
computations and related works. Sections 3 and 4 present the core original contribution: Sec-
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tion 3 gives the basic description of the model and Section 4 defines core formal semantics
for FB systems with timestamps. In Section 5, SMV models and model-checking is discussed.
Section 6 combines several use-cases illustrating the applicability range of the proposed con-
cepts and models. Finally, the Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Time-aware Computations: the concept and related work
We define time-aware computations as a set of methods, approaches and design patterns to
create distributed control system software that can take advantage of precise information of the
timing of computations and communications. The idea of TAC could be partially attributed
to the precision time architecture (PRET) [18, 19], which was introduced to achieve timing
repeatability at one computational node. On the contrary, in TAC we target distributed systems.
In the following, the main mechanism for achieving TAC is timestamping of events, while in
PRET it is achieved by taking into account timing of every micro-operation and calculating the
worst-case execution time.

The main purpose of TAC in distributed automation is to achieve robustness of the dis-
tributed system behaviour in presence of various disturbances. One such common disturbance
in the modern automation CPS is related to the jitter of wireless communication, which is
becoming increasingly important in the automation context.

The works, enabling TAC, can be divided to several groups as follows.

Distributed networked control systems The progress in distributed networked control sys-
tems provides control methods adjusted to the distributed systems setting. A cornerstone in
the evolution towards distributed control systems was the introduction of event-based control
[20, 21]. Prior to that, an earlier study [22] discussed issues of decentralized control systems
with yet central control, but sensors and actuators connected over communication network and
addressed questions of modelling random time delays that occur in communication networks.

IEC 61499 architecture IEC 61499 was introduced as a system-level architecture for dis-
tributed automation systems, extending the software model of popular programmable logic
controllers (PLC), known as IEC 61131-3 standard, with the means of describing complex dis-
tributed systems composed thereof.
The central structural unit of the IEC 61499 architecture is function block. As shown in Figure
1, function blocks have clearly defined interfaces of event and data inputs and outputs. Event
inputs are used to activate the block. There are basic, composite and service-interface kinds of
function blocks. A basic function block may have internal variables which are fully protected,
i.e. not directly accessible from outside. As a result of internal computations the block may
change output data variables and emit output events, which, if connected to event inputs of
other blocks, will activate them.

The behaviour of a basic function block is determined by a state machine, called execution
control chart (ECC), illustrated in Figure 2. Semantically, ECC is equivalent to a Moore type
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Figure 1: Interface of a function block.

finite automaton. States of ECC can have associated actions, each consisting of invocation of
an algorithm and emission of an output event. Algorithms can be programmed in different
programming languages even within a single basic FB. Thus, basic FBs can be regarded as a
portable abstract model of a single controller.
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Figure 2: ECC: a state-machine, defining the behaviour of a basic function block.

Function block instances can be connected one with another by event and data connection
links, thus forming function block networks. The connections define control and data flow
between FB instances thus determining the network’s execution semantics. FB networks are
seen as a universal model of control systems, both distributed and centralized. Functionality of
composite function blocks is defined by a network of function block instances, some of which
can also be composite. This can lead to a hierarchical structure of applications, as illustrated in
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Figure 3 for the elevator control application, which will be discussed in more detail in Section
6.1.

Figure 3: Hierarchical structure of an application in IEC 61499.

In distributed systems FB instances included in a network can be regarded as independent
processes. Communication between them is abstractly modelled by event and data passing.
The IEC 61499 standard includes a mechanism to add more details to the abstract FB network
model of a system. Application’s FBs can be allocated to distributed devices, and communica-
tion FBs inserted whenever event or data connections cross borders of devices.
The event-based communication of FBs in IEC 61499 can be seen as a mechanism making the
behaviour of applications partially agnostic to the underlying distributed hardware architecture.
This mechanism, which can be seen as an abstraction of message passing, preserves causality
of events regardless of internal execution specifics of devices, where parts of the application
are executed.
For more details on IEC 61499, we refer the reader to the proper introductory material, such as
the book [23].
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IEC 61499 function blocks formal modelling and operational semantics The IEC 61499
design architecture for distributed automation appeared to improve determinism and reduce
integration and reconfiguration effort thanks to the event-driven execution mechanism. The
need to prove some properties of distributed automation systems rigorously has lead to the de-
velopment of the corresponding formal execution semantics. The international standard IEC
61499 for distributed automation defines an event-driven control architecture and a block-based
programming language aimed to fulfill new demand for fully distributed and flexible control
systems for Industry 4.0. The first version of the standard was released in 2005 with updated
second release in 2012 [4]. While the standard itself well defines language syntax, tool require-
ments, compliance profiles, etc., there is still a need for strict mathematically-defined notation,
which can be used as a basis to generate various models and implementations.

The first attempt to model IEC 61499 formally was presented in [24] by means of a Petri-
net derivative called net condition-event systems. A good summary of early works on IEC
61499 modelling and verification can be found in [8].

An attempt to present a formal operational semantics of IEC 61499 is the work [25] by
Yoong et al. This approach is, however, limited by the fact that the semantics was based on the
synchronous paradigm, similar to Esterel. A semantic characterization of PLC programs based
on extended λ-calculus appears in [26], leading towards theorem proving and model checking.

In [27] timed-models of plants and closed-loop automation systems are built as constrained
timed discrete event systems and timed controller models respectively. These implementation-
independent models are subsequently transformed into timed automata for verifying timing
requirements such as urgency. Several works transform system artifacts into format accepted
by formal tools. In [28], IEC 61499 systems are modelled as finite state machines, contracts or
modules in synchronous languages, subsequently allowing the use of model checkers. Many
algorithms use the UPPAAL model checker to verify timeliness. In [29], IEC 61499 systems
are transformed into timed automata using set translation rules for verifying timing require-
ments. However, hardware configurations that affect a system’s timing characteristics are not
considered. Works [30, 31, 32] look at formally specifying buffered sequential execution model
(BSENI) of the Fuber IEC61499 runtime. They also presents extended finite automata models
that are suitable for formal verification of the proposed execution semantics.

The works [33, 34, 35] give the first description of FB formal model with ASM. This model
can be (and is) used as a basis to build applied models for formal verification and simulations.
For example, various works by the authors of this paper on SMV modelling and formal verifi-
cation of IEC 61499 function blocks [36, 37, 38] and the fb2smv converter tool [39] are using
underlying elements of the ASM-based formal semantics.

CPS modeling with timestamps The concept of event timestamping was originally devel-
oped in research on determinism of cyber-physical systems. Cyber-physical system concept
can be described as integration of tightly connected computer system and physical process
where physical process can affect computations and vice versa [40].

A large research was done by Lee et al. on cyber-physical systems concept in general
and distributed software [41], leading to creation of PTIDES [42] model of computation and
Ptolemy II software framework for distributed CPS modelling and simulation. As mentioned in
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Section 3.1, semantic basis and its implementation were suggested by Dai et al. [43], however,
the authors did not consider the time-aware computations concept.

Cyber-physical agnosticism Possible enhancement of PTIDES model in application to IEC
61499-based control systems was first proposed in [44]. Instead of full determinism in ex-
change to control systems performance derived from PTIDES model, a different approach was
proposed: to process messages (events) immediately when they received, but take actual com-
munication delay into account in the control algorithm. Instead of determinism in PTIDES
model, this property was called cyber-physical agnosticism or CPA in short.
From the perspective of control theory, distributed control systems were studied in the late
1990-th by J. Nilsson et. al. [22, 45], addressing the problems of optimal controller generation
and control system modelling and analysis for distributed configuration with random delays.
However, that work was focused on the configuration with centralized controller and remote
sensors and actuators (in low-latency networks). It does not consider the case where the con-
troller itself is distributed across several nodes.

3 Model basics
The semantic description of IEC 61499 extended with timestamps, presented in this section,
is meant to be used as a formal basis for different models in implementation, validation and
formal verification of IEC 61499-based control systems. The model is designed in a way to
keep a certain level of simplicity in order to address the state space explosion problem widely
observed when using formal verification techniques, preserving, at the same time, the crucial
semantic features.

3.1 Flattened FB model
As illustrated in Figure 3, a composite function block, or an IEC 61499 application can have
hierarchical organisation due to the fact that composite function block definitions can include
instances of other composite function blocks.

As for composite function blocks, their execution model has not been fully clarified in
the standard. According to [46], there are two possibilities: to execute a composite FB as an
entity or as a transparent container, i.e. a flattened FB network. In this work, we follow the
transparent container model and further specify its implementation: our flattening approach,
based on [47, 48], uses the concept of data valves, preserving the semantics of interfaces (the
event-data associations and data latches). Events and data in our model are transferred through
interface border in and out immediately when they appear.

A flat FB system consists of the following elements:

• Basic function blocks (BFB)

• Service interface function blocks (SIFB)

• Composite FB input interfaces
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• Composite FB output interfaces

Fig. 4 shows an example of the flattened model structure of a composite FB "quad" on
the top level, that was composed of the instances "tw1" and "tw2". Each of the latter is also
a composite function block, composed of two instances of the basic function blocks INC and
DEC respectively.

Figure 4: Flattened FB system.

Basic function blocks in our model are executed as atomic units, that is while a BFB is
being executed, no other actions are possible (except buffering of input events from SIFBs),
therefore a basic FB execution time should be as short as possible.

The key difference of the CFB model from another IEC 61499 structure, called subappli-
cation, is that events and data are still bound together by means of the WITH-associations,
while in a subapplication events and data are always transferred independently. The WITH
association between event and data interface elements of a function block determines that the
data element is sampled only when the associated event occurs.

The presented modelling approach sets certain restrictions on FB systems that can be mod-
elled, as follows:

1. A data input of one FB can be connected to only one data output of another FB. (Event
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connections are free of such restrictions and implicit usage of the E_SPLIT and E_MERGE
standard function blocks is assumed for splitting and merging events respectively.)

2. Each event or data input of a component FB can be connected to only one input interface.

3. Each event or data output of a component FB can be connected to only one output inter-
face.

Most of these restrictions do not limit the generality as they follow the rules of IEC 61499.
While the proposed model for composite function blocks does not support the IEC 61499

principle of "run to completion", it can be be further enhanced with this feature, but on account
of some complications. One should note that different implementations of IEC 61499 treat the
"run to completion" principle differently and the standard itself does not elaborate on this side
of the composite FB execution model.

3.2 Modelling timestamps
The IEC 61499 model, introduced in this paper, uses event timestamps as proposed in [49] and
further elaborated in [43, 50]. This mechanism is not yet a part of the standard, but is already
supported by some of the implementation tools, such as IDE Neptune [51] and is considered
to be a useful extension for its ability to check timing guarantees and implement robust time-
aware behaviour.

All input and output events of function blocks are loaded with timestamps. A timestamp is
determined by two variables: the event birth time (we will further refer to it as TB-timestamp)
and the event last update time (further referred as TL-timestamp). Intuitively, an event birth
time is the system time, when the event was created by the event-producing FB and the last
update time is when the event was last processed by a function block (or passed through an in-
terface) firing a consequent event. The event birth time is created either by an event-producing
SIFB, or by a user-defined event creating BFB. The closest to the above semantics and im-
plementation was proposed by Dai et al. [43], however, the paper does not give a complete
semantic description of FB systems and does not consider a possibility to use timestamp infor-
mation in control logic.

To ensure a fully deterministic execution of a FB system (in a single resource), besides the
timestamps, we also use the principle of unique priorities of execution elements. For example,
in the whole system there should not be two input events (of any FBs) with equal priority. This
is achieved by using two priority levels: a) unique FB priorities in the system and b) unique
local priorities of event inputs/outputs within a single FB or interface. Priorities are taken into
account iff timestamps of two or more active events are equal. The timestamps are meant for
received events at the time of evaluation.

3.3 Modelling event scheduler
The formal model definition consists of two parts: model schema and model dynamics. The
model schema describes the static part of the model (including basic syntactic constructs, vari-
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ables and common functions). The model dynamics is described by the rules of state variables
(and functions) change.

In addition to the earlier mentioned structural restrictions for the FB system, the model-
level abstraction is used to improve model-checking performance. The abstractions are based
on the following assumptions:

• The model does not take into account clock synchronization error on different devices.
It is assumed that the error is handled on the application level and not by the execution
semantics.

• The model considers only FB application execution within a single resource.

• FB execution in a resource is always sequential. Resources (or devices) run separately
and independent from each other.

• The model uses a discrete time notion, where time domain T = {unde f , 0, 1, 2, ...} is
a set of discrete time values in the system. unde f means that time is not defined or
non-important.

However, too much independence in execution of composite FBs can lead to a behavior
unwanted in some execution models, for instance:

• A composite FB could be triggered when not all its components finished executions (CFB
reenterability).

• A component FB inside a CFB could be executed multiple times.

• Execution of component FBs from different CFB instances could interleave.

It is assumed that a resource includes a scheduler that controls execution of FBs. Execu-
tion of the FB system components in a single resource is always sequential (since a resource is
usually implemented as non-preemptive to ensure deterministic behaviour) [52].
The scheduler is built upon a chronologically ordered event queue (events in a queue are or-
dered by TL-timestamps). The scheduling elements in the queue are events and execution
elements are FBs and interfaces.

For the sake of model’s simplicity, we will use an implicit event queue in the model instead
of explicit queue in runtime implementations. An implicit queue is formed as a set of events
buffered on event inputs of BFBs, SIFBs and CFB interfaces. There is a chronological order
relation defined on this set. In case of implicit event queue, the elements are not bound into a
list. When describing the work of the scheduler, it is convenient to use a queue of execution
elements, i.e. FBs and interfaces, instead of a queue of events. It is possible to uniquely map
the events to their associated execution elements.

For the reference, the listing below shows an abstract algorithm of a possible scheduler
implementation. During the event transfer, we need to consider not only the FB that has just
finished execution, but also the event-producing SIFBs. We assume that the need precautions
are taken to insert the newly produced events into the event queue safely, asynchronously and
concurrently to the scheduler algorithm.
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scheduler =while execQueue not empty do

choose x ∈ execQueue :

x has a minimum timestamp and

the highest priority among other elements

with the same minimum timestamp (if any)

pm(x) (1)

where pm(x) is the execution rule for the corresponding schedulable element x (e.g. a
BFB). However, keeping in mind the performance of model-checking, we do not use explicit
scheduler in the model, but instead the active event selection is done by special predicates
directly in the execution rules.

Concluding the above, we can summarize main differences between formal model and
actual implementations:

1. Model uses implicit event queue, while implementations use explicit event queue;

2. Model does not have an explicit scheduler, instead, it uses predicates for selection of an
active event among timed prioritized events;

3. Model is based on sets, functions and ASM rules, while a real implementation uses FB
artefacts and computations based on them.

Model operation is based on transitions from one model state to another according to certain
ASM rules. This can be called a rule-driven execution, when the model operation is defined by
execution of enabled ASM rules.

3.4 Basic notation
A model of a flat FB system S is formally defined as

MS = (S yntS , S emS ) (2)

The syntactic part is what is defined by the IEC 61499 abstract syntax and can be described
as a tuple:

S yntS = (FBS , INS ,OUTS , PRS ,

EVCONNS ,DCONNS ) (3)

where FBS is a set of component FB instances in the system (only BFB and SIFB, com-
posite FBs are unfolded into interfaces and connections by flattening, as discussed in Section
3), INS is a set of input CFB interface instances, OUTS - set of output CFB interface instances,
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PRS is a set of priorities, EVCONNS and DCONNS are sets of event and data connections in
the system.

We call component FBs, input and output interface instances - execution elements and
define a set ELS = FBS ∪ INS ∪ OUTS for this purpose. Every execution element has its
unique priority from the PRS set. A priority of an element x in the system is referred as
priorS (x), where priorS : ELS → PRS .

The semantic part of the system description will be:

S emS = (EIFB, EOFB, EIIN , EOOUT ,

VIFB,VOFB,VIIN ,VOOUT , τ) (4)

First eight elements of the tuple are event and data inputs and outputs of BFBs/SIFBs and
CFB interface instances. (Different lower indexes FB, IN and OUT indicate subsets of component
function blocks, input interfaces and output interfaces correspondingly) τ is a monitored 0-
ary function, returning system (resource) clock value (in ASM model, the term "monitored"
means the function’s change is not defined by ASM rules, but read (monitored) from external
environment, e.g. user input or external simulator). For all data variables we define a universal
value function Val : VARS → VAL, where VARS = VIFB ∪ VOFB ∪ VIIN ∪ VOOUT is a union
of all sets of data variables in the model and VAL = B∪ I∪F is a domain including all possible
values (in this model we limit it to Boolean (B), integer(I) and float(F) data types). Changes to
variables are determined by the ASM rules, which are listed below in the section 4.

Generally, most of the actions performed in the model are delegated to the execution ele-
ments. On the top level it makes sense to define just the rules for active event selection and
some basic commons.

First, we define three functions over an event e ∈ EVS (EVS = (EIFB ∪ EOFB ∪ EIIN ∪

EOOUT )):
Fired : EVS → B defines whether event e is fired or not;
Tb : EVS → T is a function assigning TB-timestamp of the event e;
Tl : EVS → T is a function assigning TL-timestamp of the event e.
The main predicate to be used for active event selection is as follows:

IsActive(e) = (Fired(e) ∧ Tl(e) = MinTl

∧ prior(get_ f b(e)) = MaxPrior(MinTl)) (5)

where get_ f b(e) is an execution element (in this case it is a FB) which correspond to event
e;
MinTl is an 0-ary function showing current minimal T L timestamp value in the model;
MaxPrior(MinTl) is the maximum priority of execution elements that have a minimum times-
tamp (in the current state);

Model dynamics on the top level is defined by the model’s main rule, which is parallel
execution of all its components’ main rules:

main = forall x ∈ ELS do

pm(x) (6)
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When defining the ASM model of a FB system, static, derived, and dynamic functions are
used. The derived functions are those coming with a specification or computation mechanism
given in terms of other functions.

4 Formal semantics with timestamps

4.1 Basic FB
Model schema.

A basic function block model can be formally presented as MFB = (S yntFB, S emFB). As in
[34], we define the syntactic part as follows:

S yntFB = (Inter f ace, ALG, IV, ECC,Val0, t) (7)

It consists of the interface, a set of algorithms (ALG), execution control chart (ECC), a set of
internal variables(IV), a set of initial values (Val0). We modify the basic semantic definition,
given by the IEC 61499 standard, adding extra element - t, which represents the last active
event’s TB-timestamp.

A basic function block interface is a tuple Inter f ace = (EI, EO,VI,VO, IW,OW), where
EI ⊂ EIFB is a set of event inputs of the basic function block, EO ⊂ EOFB is a set if event
outputs, VI ⊂ VIFB is a set of data inputs, VO ⊂ VOFB is a set of data outputs, IW and OW
are sets of WITH-connections for the basic FB input and output interface correspondingly. For
every WITH-connection iw ∈ IW we define two functions: Event : IW → EI and Data :
IW → 2VI . Result of Event(iw) is a single event e ∈ EI associated with iw; Data(w) returns a
subset [VI] ⊆ VI of associated data inputs. In a similar way we define Event : OW → EO and
Data : OW → 2VO for ow ∈ OW. We used the polymorphism principle defining the functions
Event(iw)/Event(ow) and Data(iw)/Data(ow), however, in certain implementations they can
be just named differently, for example, using suffix notation.

As discussed in [34], the functioning of a Basic Function Block is defined by means of
ECC. IEC 6499 ECC Operation State Machine (OSM) defines an internal state machine for
ECC transition behavior. Table 1 below shows briefly the OSM behavior.

One must note that the set-theoretical ASM notation is quite complicated. To make the
model presentation better readable and usable, as compared to [35], we follow a higher level of
abstraction (without loosing rigorousness) and switch (where it makes sense) from the notation
of runtime variables and value update functions to abstract ASM functions, so we can produce
more elegant and compact description.

The semantic part of the basic FB model is defined as a tuple of functions:

S emFB = (Ecc,Osm,Na,Ni, Bu f f er) (8)

where Ecc : FBS → ECS T AT ES is a function representing the ECC state for the function
block instance f b, where ECS T AT ES is a set of ECC states;

Osm : FBS → OS MS T AT ES ; OS MS T AT ES = {s0, s1, s2} - function representing OSM
state for the function block instance f b.
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State Operations
s0 (wait for input event)
s1 Evaluate transitions
s2 Perform actions

transition Condition Operations
t1 Input event occurs Sample inputs
t2 No transitions clear
t3 A transition clears
t4 Actions completed

Table 1: ECC Operation State Machine.

Na : FBS → N is the ECC action pointer, showing the number of executing ECC action,
where N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } is a set of non-negative integers. If Na( f b) = 0, then it is considered
that no ECC actions are executing at the moment.

Ni : FBS → N is the algorithm step pointer if the basic FB f b ∈ FBS . If Ni( f b) = 0, we
consider that the algorithm execution is finished.

Also, since the input data has to be buffered in the BFB when there is an active input event,
we define a function Bu f f er : VI → VAL which corresponds to the internal buffer value,
associated with data input d ∈ VI , and we will use Val : VI → VAL to define the input (before
buffering) value of d ∈ VI.

Model dynamics.

The Basic FB dynamics is defined by the following rule:

pFB
m ( f b) =(pFB

start( f b), pFB
EvReset( f b), pFB

OS M( f b),

pFB
ECC( f b), pFB

Ni ( f b), pFB
EvOut( f b),

pFB
Finish( f b)) (9)

The rule is parameterised with f b, which means that for every f b ∈ FBS there should be exe-
cuted an individual instance of the rule. pFB

m on its own consists of several sub-rules responsible
for changing specific state variables and functions for the function block instance f b.

The first sub-rule: pFB
S tart( f b) is responsible for BFB instance execution start routine, select-
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ing active input event and buffering data from input interface.

pFB
S tart( f b) =

with e ∈ EI :

isActive(e) ∧ Osm( f b) = s0

do

t( f b) := Tb(e)

forall iw ∈ IW : Event(iw) = e do

forall d in Data(iw) do

Bu f f er(d) := Val(d) (10)

This rule is activated when the following conditions are met:

1. one of BFB event inputs is active;

2. BFB is "free" i.e. its OSM is in the state s0;

When the rule is activated, the following actions are performed:

1. initialize "TB" timestamp variable with the value from the active event input;

2. sample the input data, associated with the active input event.

The next sub-rule: pFB
EvReset( f b) is responsible for resetting event buffers. When the OSM

is in the state S 1 (which means that BFB has started the active execution phase) it resets the
active event and the related timestamp buffers.

pFB
EvReset( f b) =

forall e ∈ EI : isActive(e) ∧ Osm( f b) = s1 do

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (11)

The operation state machine (OSM) is responsible for controlling basic function block’s
operation state, i.e. executing data sampling, ECC transitions, algorithms, etc., in the correct
order. It is defined by its state Osm( f b) and transition rule pFB

OS M. But before defining it, we
need to define some auxiliary functions. First, we define a set of ECC transitions ECTRAN,
for each element tr ∈ ECTRAN we need to individually define a guard condition Guard :
ECTRAN → B - is a derived function (predicate) to be used in ECC transition. Function
Ei : ECTRAN → EI returns event Ei(tr), associated with specific ECC transition tr (note
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that only one event can be associated with each transition). S rc : ECTRAN → ECS T AT E
and Dst : ECTRAN → ECS T AT E define source and destination ECC states correspondingly.
Function Enabled : ECTRAN → B will be used as a predicate to check if a specific ECC
transition is enabled. It can be defined as follows: Enabled(tr) = IsActive(Ei(tr))∧Guard(tr).

We also define a function ExistsEnabledECtran : FBS → B, such that ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) =

true if there is at least one enabled ECC transition in f b and false otherwise. The function is
parameterised with FB instance f b ∈ FBS which means it returns individual value for every
FB instance. We do not use this parameter in the definition, but we assume that the transition
set ECTRAN belongs to the instance f b.

ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) = exist tr ∈ ECTRAN :

Enabled(tr) ∧ (Ecc( f b) = S rc(tr)) (12)

The OSM functioning is defined by the following rule:

pFB
OS M( f b) =

if (Osm( f b) = s0 ∧ (exist e ∈ EI :

isActive(e)) then

Osm( f b) := s1

else if (Osm( f b) = s1 ∧ ExistsEnabledECtran( f b) then

Osm( f b) := s2

else if (Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Na( f b) = 0) then

Osm( f b) := s1

else if (Osm( f b) = s1 ∧ ¬ExistsEnabledECtran( f b)) then

Osm( f b) := s0 (13)

OSM starts with transition from state s0 to s1 when there is an active input event. The OSM
is transitioned to s2 when its state is s1 and there exists at least one enabled ECC transition, and
returns to the state s1 when all ECC actions are executed in the current ECC state. Finally, the
OSM will return to s0 from s1 if there are no enabled ECC transitions.

The ECC functioning is defined by the following rule:

pFB
ECC( f b) =

choose tr ∈ ECTRAN : (Ecc( f b) = S rc(tr)

∧ Enabled(tr) ∧ Osm( f b) = s1)

do Ecc( f b) := Dst(tr) (14)

Every ECC state may have one or more ECC actions associated with the state. When OSM
is in the state s2, these actions are executed in the order they’ve been defined. To schedule
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execution of ECC actions, in the BFB model schema we defined a counter Na( f b). Update of
this counter value is done by the pFB

Na sub-rule (15).

pFB
Na ( f b) =

if Osm( f b) = s1 then

Na( f b) := 1

else if Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Ni( f b) = 0∧

Na( f b) < MaxNa(Ecc( f b)) then

Na( f b) := Na( f b) + 1

else if Osm( f b) = s2 ∧ Ni( f b) = 0∧

Na( f b) = MaxNa(Ecc( f b)) then

Na( f b) := 0 (15)

When we say that an ECC action is executed, we actually mean execution of algorithm
alg ∈ ALG associated with this action and subsequent firing of associated output event. In BFB
model schema we defined an algorithm step counter Ni( f b). As before, we first need to define
some auxiliary functions. A static function MaxNa : ECS T AT E → N defines maximum
value for actions counter (total number of actions) for each specific ECC state. We assume
that algorithm step counter Ni( f b) is updated by the sub-rule pFB

Ni during algorithm execution
and therefore, the rule for its update is specific to each algorithm. As mentioned in the model
schema definition, Ni( f b) = 0 always means that an algorithm execution has finished.

Finally, a basic FB has to output events and data and finish its execution. We assume that if
there is an output event e ∈ EO associated with ECC action, after algorithm execution finished
the function Out(e) will be set to true. Therefore, we can define the output sampling sub-rule
pFB

EvOut as follows:
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pFB
EvOut( f b) =

forall e ∈ EO : Out(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := t( f b)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall ow ∈ OW : Event(ow) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(ow) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d) (16)

4.2 Composite FB
As noted in sec. 3.1, we decompose a composite function block into two independent interface
modules: input and output. The data valve concept, described in works [47, 46, 48], despite
all its advantages, may result in more complicated models when a single data input belongs
to more than one data valve. Therefore, keeping in mind model simplicity desired for formal
verification, we represent CFB interface as a single entity instead of (possibly) several data
valves. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show syntactic and semantic representations of the CFB input
interface.

Input interface model schema As for basic function block, we simply define the model of
input interface as MIN = (S yntIN , S emIN), omitting individual indices (i.e. S ynti

IN , S emi
IN), but

assume that all elements belong to an individual instance of an interface.
The syntactic part, defined as S yntIN = (EI,VI, IW), consists of input events EI, input data

VI and WITH-connections IW.
In the semantic part, we do not define any more entities, but reuse some component defini-

tions given in the overall model and the BFB descriptions.

Input interface model dynamics Input interface operation consists of four steps:

1. Setting of the input event timestamps;

2. Transferring created output event to receivers;

3. Transfer of associated data to receivers;

4. Active (processed) input event reset.
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Figure 5: CFB input interface. Syntactic (a) and semantic (b) representations.

It should be noted that the role of an input event in the input interface is changed. When the
interface is "triggered", the active input event becomes an output event for this interface and is
transferred to the corresponding event receivers.

We assume that scheduler has chosen an active event input that belongs to the current
interface.

Here we try to follow a unified approach, when a received event/data is held in an input
buffer, associated with CFB input interface until it is processed (same as for BFB), and output
events are transferred to destinations of the corresponding event and data connections by the
FB/interface that triggers the event or creates the data. An input interface module dynamics is
defined as follows:
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pIN
m (ii) =

forall e ∈ EI : IsActive(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := Tb(e)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall iw ∈ IW : Event(iw) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(iw) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d)

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (17)

Output interface model schema Similar to the input interface, the output interface model is
defined as a tuple MOUT = (S yntOUT , S emOUT ) where S yntOUT = (EO,VO,OW) is a syntactic
part of an interface, S emOUT - semantic part of an interface.

Output interface model dynamics An output interface model dynamics is defined by the
rule pOUT

m .
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pOUT
m (io) =

forall e ∈ EO : IsActive(e) do

forall c ∈ EVCONNS : S rc(c) = e do

Fired(Dst(c)) := true

Tb(Dst(c)) := Tb(e)

Tl(Dst(c)) := τ

forall ow ∈ OW : Event(ow) = e do

forall d ∈ Data(ow) do

forall dc ∈ DCONNS : S rc(dc) = d do

Val(Dst(dc)) := Val(d)

Fired(e) := f alse

Tb(e) := unde f

T l(e) := unde f (18)

Execution of the rule above will perform the following actions:

1. set timestamps for the output event;

2. send output event to corresponding event receivers;

3. output data, attached to the active output event by WITH-connections;

4. reset active output event buffer.

5 Modelling in SMV
As defined in the previous section, we use discrete time Time = {unde f , 0, 1, 2, . . . } in the
model, where 0, 1, 2, . . . refers to abstract time steps, which could be of different length (e.g.
millisecond, or ten milliseconds, or one second), depending on each particular case study. The
model is built around the delayed-transition concept where certain transitions between model
states require some time. However, some transitions may take just 1 or 2 time steps, and
some other may take hundreds, or the opposite - delay is so small that we consider timing of
this particular transition non important. In such a case, a uniform time flow would lead to
creating a vast amount of intermediate states in the model state space (and counterexamples)
where nothing important to a system behaviour happens, except incrementing a timer variable.
To address this problem, in [38, 53] we proposed a shifting-time model, where the time of a
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nearest timed action is calculated by an especially introduced "time scheduler" module and the
model is transitioned to that moment in time, avoiding "empty" time increment states.

IEC 61499 standard defines standard library function blocks E_DELAY and E_CYCLE
as program timers to be used in control software. E_CYCLE function block can be easily
represented by E_DELAY with a feedback event connection from EO to START, therefore we
will describe only E_DELAY function block here.

To handle timestamps, we have to introduce global time in the system. The main prob-
lem is that the ever increasing global time variable would make the classic model-checking
intractable. However, we can always perform model-checking for a limited trace length with
bounded model-checking (BMC). To bound the model’s state space, only the time interval from
0 to T_max is considered during verification. The global time variable is determined by the
rule below, where γ means the end of all execution at the given moment of time (all component
FBs’ execution finished and there is no active input events in the system) and Doi is the time
scheduler’s output variable for the i’th timer block.

TGlobal < Tmax ∨ γ ∨ (∧(Doi))⇒ TGlobal = TGlobal + Dmin (19)

Listing in Figure 6 shows the SMV code of time scheduler with global time for two delay
blocks. Note that the SMV code for time scheduler is generated individually for a specific
number of delay blocks it has to handle.

6 Case studies of time-aware computations
We discuss in this paper three examples of the time-aware computations application:

1. Time-aware backtracking;

2. Continuous time-aware control;

3. Time-Complemented Event-Driven approach.

These examples are presented briefly in the following subsections. One should note that
these case studies were presented in more detail in the respective separate publications. The
purpose of presenting the cases here is to consolidate the experiences from the TAC use in
different ways and in different application scenarios.

6.1 Time-aware backtracking: elevator case study
Time-aware backtracking is applicable to reversible processes with discrete control algorithms.
It follows the simple idea that if late arrival of a message from another device in distributed
control system indicated that controlled process has missed an important key point, it can be
reversed back to that point and certain actions can be performed after that. In the paper [54]
we showed a simple case study of where and how time-aware backtracking can be applied. It
can be viewed as a sort of "toy" example, demonstrating, however, all necessary elements.
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MODULE TimeScheduler (D1o, D1i, D2o, D2i, beta, gamma)
VAR V1 : integer ;
VAR V2 : integer ;
VAR DMin : integer;
VAR TGlobal : integer ; −− global timestamp
ASSIGN
init (TGlobal):=0;
V1:=case

D1o >= 0 : D1o;
TRUE : Tmax;

esac ;
V2:=case

D2o >= 0 : D2o;
TRUE : Tmax;

esac ;

DMin:=case
V1 <= V2 : V1;
V1 > V2 : V2;
TRUE : 0;

esac ;
D1i:=case

(gamma & D1o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D1o − DMin;
TRUE: D1o;

esac ;
D2i:=case

(gamma & D2o > 0) & TGlobal < Tmax : D2o − DMin;
TRUE: D2o;

esac ;
next(TGlobal):=case

TGlobal<Tmax & (gamma & (D1o > 0 | D2o > 0)):
TGlobal + DMin;

TRUE: TGlobal;
esac ;
DEFINE Tmax:= 3000;

Figure 6: Time scheduler for two delay blocks.

A building with three floors is equipped with an elevator as shown in Figure 7. Each floor
has elevator doors, a call button and a cabin position sensor. When a user presses a call but-
ton, the elevator controller initiates the cabin to move towards the user’s floor (by sending up
and down signals to the motor driver). When the elevator cabin reaches the desired floor, the
position sensor sends the signal that the cabin is at the desired floor to the controller and con-
troller stops the motor and opens doors. The decentralised function block control application,
shown in Figure 7, is designed with distributed hardware architecture in mind, where nodes are
connected with wired or wireless networks.

It is assumed that the cabin position sensors are connected to the controller via a wireless
network and there can appear a random delay long enough to make the elevator overshoot by a
sensible distance. Thereby it is possible to get the cabin stopped in a wrong position and have
the doors opened there (see Figure 8).

We assume that due to the random nature of the communication delay, it is impossible to
predict when the elevator will miss the floor, but it is possible to detect it using event timestamps
and perform actions to correct the position. When the sensor reading arrives, its timestamp is
compared against the present time in the PLC and if the time difference ∆t = tpresent−ttimestamp is
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Figure 7: Elevator and its distributed function block application.

Figure 8: Elevator error.

greater than the maximum safety range, the sensor data is considered as outdated and a position
correction must be performed.
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To simplify the model, the elevator speed is considered constant and to correct the cabin
position, the elevator motor is switched backward for the duration ∆t. It is possible to cal-
culate the actual elevator correction time for the motor considering acceleration/deceleration
calculated with knowledge of weight, motor power, etc.

In the control logic, this approach was implemented by adding special "correction" states
to the ECC diagram of the controller. Figure 9 shows the fragment of the ECC diagram with
the state for the position correction (Correct1u) when the elevator misses the floor 1 going up,
a similar state is added to ECC for all six possible combinations of floor and direction.

The behaviour of the function block application was investigated by means of model-
checking. The fb2smv model generator, that is based on the formal model, presented in this
paper, was applied to generate the formal model in SMV language given the source code in IEC
61499. The model was checked against specifications stating that the elevator always stops in
the required floor and in the position safe for door opening for a range of the communication
jitter values.

Figure 9: Fragment of ECC diagram with position correction state.

Figure 10 shows a plot from nuSMV counterexample with corrected elevator position. The
time scale is given in abstract time units, grey area shows when the elevator doors are open. To
reduce the SMV model state space, elevator’s continuous movement was modelled as a timed
automaton with seven discrete positions where each transition between two subsequent posi-
tions takes 2 time units.
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Figure 10: Plot from SMV counterexample with corrected elevator position

As pointed out in [50], model-checking has shown significant advantage as compared to
testing by simulation in terms of the time, spent on the system’s testing.

For more comprehensive details on this case study the reader is referred to [54, 50].

6.2 Continuous time-aware control
Continuous time-aware control is a wide category of patterns, where a knowledge of commu-
nication delay is used to adjust the control action accordingly.

Case study in [49, 53] shows an example of time-aware PID control. Figure 11 (a) shows
a linearly moving cylinder with centralized PID control implemented using funcion block dia-
gram of IEC 61499. Figure 11 (b) shows the same example, but with distributed control. The
function block diagram is mapped onto two devices. Here the cylinder’s position detected by
a sensor is transferred via wireless communication network, where random message passing
delays may occur.

In a simulation model for this example we compared three versions of control system run-
ning at a same time: first - ideal with centralized control and no communication delay (blue
plot in Figure 12), second - with same control logic, but distributed control loop as mentioned
before (red in Figure 12), and finally the third - with random delay and time-aware PID control
(green in Figure 12).

The results show how time-aware PID control allows more smooth movement compared
to just a classic control logic in case of distributed control system. Both are of course outper-
formed by the ideal control system case, where no communication delays occur.

This system was also verified using the SMV model-checker with the prior help of the
fb2smv model generator [53].

6.3 Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) approach
Time-complemented event-driven (TCED) approach in [55] proposes a control architecture,
where a control decision is made in advance and events triggering control actions are scheduled
to be executed at a certain time.
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Figure 11: Cylinder with PID control: a) centralized; b) distributed.

Figure 12: Cylinder with PID control. Ideal (blue), distributed with random delay(red), distributed with
TAC (green).

The idea is to provide the actuating events not with past, but with future time stamps, and
use a smart actuator with built-in scheduler and synchronized clock to perform control actions
at a certain time.

Implementation of this idea could be also done using the time-aware computations con-
cept. For example, for the case of material handling systems from [55], the property to be
verified would refer to the precision of the object diversion in presence of disturbances, such as
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communication jitter. Implementation of the formal verification for TCED using fb2smv and
NuSMV model-checker is planned in future work.

6.4 Role of ASM models in formal verification toolchain

The main motivation to use ASM is the need for an intermediate formal model, which can be
used to generate different models (e.g. SMV) or executable code. For example, the ASM model
of function blocks is used in the fb2smv converter [39], which converts IEC 61499 description
files in XML to SMV code for formal verification. Its graphical user interface is presented in
Figure 13. The window shows the loaded top-level FB PNP_PLANT_MS_CONTROL_FOR_SMV
and its nested FBs. In addition, in the Connected variables field, one can observe all the vari-
ables associated with the selected cyl1_fwd variable.

Figure 13: User interface of the fb2smv model generator.

The transformation rules to generate output model in fb2smv are based on the defined ASM
semantics. The generated SMV model structure is presented in Figure 14. One can see that the
SMV code of both basic and composite FBs consists of the static declarations part (what was
referred to as model’s schema), and the rules part, which are the ASM rules, discussed in this
paper and represented in the SMV language.

The fb2smv tool is a part of formal verification tool-chain, that includes the model checker
NuSMV and the tool for counterexample analysis in terms of the original FB system.
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Figure 14: Structure of the generated SMV code.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented for the first time a novel formal model of IEC 61499 which can be
used as a universal formal intermediate semantic layer. Unlike the existing formal models of
IEC 61499, this one can be used for many purposes, providing a semantic reference to the entire
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function block system. For example, the model is used as as a back-end of the fb2smv model
generator: the generated SMV code is structured according to the proposed ASM structure and
rules. Moreover, we modelled the semantic extension of IEC 61499 with event timestamping,
paving the way to both formal analysis of the applications, following the extended syntax
and semantics, and developing novel run-time execution engines, based on a formal model of
execution.

Formalization of model semantics for IEC 61499 based control systems opens a path for
building various models of such systems for simulation and formal verification. Synchronized
device clocks and event timestamping plays a key role in dependable distributed control sys-
tems for Industry 4.0. In this work, we addressed the problem of formalization of such systems’
semantics using ASM notation and proved its consistency on several examples where we ap-
plied formal verification methods (i.e. model-checking) to the models based on this semantics.
To claim for completeness, this model needs to be extended to address inter-resource (inter-
device) communications and clock synchronization errors inevitably occurring in distributed
systems. This is the matter for future work.
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